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ABSTRACT238

A new, fast technique to measure the solar wind’s ambipolar E‖ routinely with 10% precision and239

accuracy is demonstrated using four years of 1au electron data from the Wind 3DP experiment (Lin et240

al. 1995). The 3DP electron instrument duty cycle determines E‖ ' 0.1nV/m from a single spectrum241

over much shorter time intervals than those requiring radial transits for pressure profiles. The measured242

weak electric field is invariably strong (in the dimensionless sense of Dreicer), with a modal value of243

E‖ = 0.8, and positively correlated with solar wind speed, while E‖ decreases with increasing wind244

speed. These observations establish across all solar wind conditions the nearly equal accelerations245

provided by E‖ and coulomb drags on thermal electrons, a central hypothesis of the Steady Electron246

Runaway Model (SERM) for the solar wind (Scudder 2019c). Filtered E‖ observations successfully247

recover previously reported 1au bulk speed dependence of electron temperature gradients. The filter248

screens for Unstructured Spherically Symmetric Solar Wind (USSSW) conditions of solar wind theory.249

Outside USSSW conditions much shorter scaled pressure gradients (of both signs) and stronger |E‖|250

are observed predominantly in corotating regimes. Consistent with modeling by Dreicer and SERM,251

the observed spectral hardness of electrons at supra-thermal energies is positively correlated with252

increasing local values of E‖ across the 4 year data set. Virtually all strahl electrons, crucial to the253

electron heat flux, are shown to be confined within the local closed coulomb separatrix (Fuchs et al254

1986) of each spectrum as determined using the its locally measured value of E‖.255
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sion processes (2065)257

1. INTRODUCTION258

The in situ diagnosis of space plasmas increasingly259

attempts to characterize a wide set of physical parame-260

ters to help understand their behavior. This set usually261

includes the DC and wave vectorial magnetic field B,262

the velocity V of the center of mass, the two compo-263

nents of the unipolar electric field, E⊥, and vector elec-264

tric waves, the three dimensional velocity distributions265

of the electron, protons, minor ions, energetic particles,266

cosmic rays and often imaging. The ancillary informa-267
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tion allows moments through the pressure tensor and268

heat flux to be obtained for each species by numerical269

integration over v. These in situ studies are then used to270

frame interpretations for the behavior of remote plasmas271

where diagnosis in this detail is not possible.272

The DC magnetic field aligned parallel electric field E‖273

is routinely unavailable, not because it is theoretically274

unimportant, but because of the extreme difficulties in275

measuring it. At 1au this field can be theoretically es-276

timated to be O(0.1)nV/m, roughly one million times277

weaker that the smalllest E‖ = O(0.1)mV/m ever mea-278

sured on spacecraft with long wire double probes. Sun279

phase variations of spacecraft sheaths already pose sys-280

tematic problems for projecting out E‖ below 0.1mV/m281
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levels. In extreme contrast the solar wind’s E‖ com-282

ponent is one-ten-millionth the size of the DC unipolar283

and more routinely measured solar wind electric field,284

E⊥ = O(2)mV/m. From mechanical alignments alone285

E‖ cannot be determined by geometry after first measur-286

ing the total solar wind E field. Limited rough empirical287

estimates of E‖ in the solar wind have been reported af-288

ter fitting the witnessed electron pressure variation after289

moving ' 0.5au with a slow time resolution set by Ke-290

pler mechanics of the spacecraft trajectory.291

Physically E‖ plays a critical role in any inhomo-292

geneous and thus astrophysical plasma. It is respon-293

sible for ensuring that charge density is nearly zero294

(i.e. quasi-neutrality) almost everywhere in the inter-295

connected plasma system. In a very real sense E‖ is the296

glue that gives a plasma the cohesiveness to be approx-297

imately described as a high temperature quasi-neutral298

gas sharing many properties with those of uncharged299

gases. With their high temperatures plasmas invariably300

conduct heat; however, undissuaded electrical currents301

generally accompany the heat flow. Such currents can302

disrupt quasi-neutrality and must be quenched by fur-303

ther adjustments of the local size and variation of E‖(x).304

Ironically E‖ can also produce unexpected conse-305

quences for the nominal hydrodynamics of the center of306

mass of a hydrogenic plasma. When E‖ strives to sup-307

press current while permitting heat flow it often does308

so by accelerating the positive ions and decelerating the309

negative electrons in such a way that the plasma’s quasi-310

neutral gas center of mass moves in a favorable direction311

to elude the gravitational grasp of the proximate star.312

Thus, the physics of E‖ is intimately intertwined with313

a challenging unsolved problems about astrophysical314

plasmas: a quantitatively viable plasma description for315

the flow of heat in the strong gradients that are required316

in astrophysical plasmas and the ultimate cause for the317

formation of stellar winds that lift gravitationally bound318

ions to be free of the star’s grasp. Such behavior and E‖319

would not occur if the plasma was a sea of bound neu-320

tral hydrogen atoms; such a neutral atmosphere would321

remain bound to the star where it formed.322

Recent attempts for the astrophysical problem involv-323

ing plasmas have drawn attention to the role of the324

strength of E‖ in creating the ubiquitously observed325

lepto-kurtotic non-thermal electron distributions in the326

solar wind; they are suggested to be more efficient sup-327

porting heat transport with less strain on the main-328

tenance of quasi-neutrality and zero current (Scudder329

2019c). Further, since E‖ must occur in astrophysics330

because of its inhomogeneity, and because E‖ makes dis-331

tributions non-thermal in lowest order, it argues to sup-332

plant the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution as the lowest333

order velocity distribution in space plasmas. This se-334

quence of arguments constitutes a redirection for the335

much needed transport recipes in space plasmas (Scud-336

der 2019b).337

Kinetically the strength/importance of a given E‖ can338

be gauged by comparing its electric force on any electron339

to the proton coulomb collisional drag force on a typical340

electron. This concept is due to H. Dreicer (1959, 1960)341

who introduced the size of a critical field, Ec, that has342

since been used by other authors to mean something dif-343

ferent. In this paper Dreicer’s Ec electric field is denoted344

by ED. It is conceptually defined in terms of the ion345

drag felt by an electron moving with the electron ther-346

mal speed, we, defined by w2
e = 2kTe and the coulomb347

rate in a plasma for ion induced momentum loss of that348

speed electron, symbolically noted as ν(we). Because349

the collisional rates in a plasma are strongly speed de-350

pendent, the preceding definition involves specific rates351

for which there is no ambiguity that are completely de-352

lineated in Eq 49. For a proton plasma ED is defined353

by:354

eED ≡ meweν(we) (1)355

that can be rewritten in terms of fundamental plasma356

constants in Eq 49 and other ways that are easier to357

remember such as:358

eED =
2kTe
λmfp

; λmfp ≡
we

ν(we)
, (2)359

also derived there.360

With this definition Dreicer suggested the numerical361

ratio of the magnitude of the parallel electric field to362

ED as a measure of the strength of E‖. In this paper the363

symbol E‖ is used for this non-negative dimensionless364

strength:365

E‖ ≡
|E‖|
ED

≥ 0. (3)366

In this form the strength of E‖, the numerical size of367

E‖, indexes the relative importance between the unim-368

peded accelerations of E‖ and the collisional deceleration369

represented by proton coulomb drag on a thermal speed370

electron, we. Thus, very small E‖ << 1 implies coulomb371

collisional drag has overwhelmed the force produced by372

E‖. E‖ ' 1 suggests a more equal competition, while373

E‖ >>> 1 delineates the domain where the plasma is374

nearly collisionless. True thermodynamic equilibrium375

has a vanishing strength electric field: E‖ = 0 = E‖.376

A strong parallel electric field is one where the dimen-377

sionless parallel field is around one, viz: E‖ = O(1) and378

collisions are significantly involved in the balances nec-379

essary for zero current and quasi-neutrality.380

Dreicer developed other properties of plasmas in the381

presence of parallel electric fields, some specialized for382
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the spatially uniform laboratory regime. One specialized383

conclusion concerns what happens in uniform plasma384

when E‖ exceeds specific values (E‖ > 0.43) that does385

not apply in the astrophysical context because of the386

prominent role of inhomogeneity and heat flow not con-387

sidered in Dreicer’s simpler models. This threshold for388

uniform lab plasmas explains the observations seen there389

of the onset of bulk runaway, with nearly all electrons390

slipping at or above the electron thermal speed through391

the ions with friction decreasing as that slippage contin-392

ues to grow secularly. At present it is not known how to393

define the bulk runaway regime for inhomogeneous as-394

trophysical plasmas. In this paper no boundary is iden-395

tified that corresponds to Dreicer’s E‖ = 0.43 transition396

into bulk runaway.397

For E‖ < 0.43 Dreicer demonstrated that kinetic run-398

away still occurs in uniform plasmas for some speed399

electrons, but that the total ion drag on all speed elec-400

trons could balance the electric force, allowing a station-401

ary Ohmic balance to characterize the asymptotic state.402

The SERM model likens the slippage of the thermal core403

to be this type of response in the solar wind and that the404

kinetic runaway enabled by the size E‖ is the explanation405

of the number fraction of the ubiquitously non-thermal406

electron eVDF reported in the solar wind for the last 50407

years. Net current flow is forestalled by return currents408

involving the non-core part of the eVDF in much the409

way determined by Scudder and Olbert (1979).410

The electron momentum equation’s leading order form411

suggests (Rossi and Olbert 1970) that E‖ is half the elec-412

tron pressure Knudsen number, KPe‖ , viewed as the ra-413

tio of mean free path for the thermal speed electron,414

λmfp (cf Eq 49), divided by the characteristic scale415

length L‖ of gradients along the magnetic field given416

explicitly in Eq 22. Estimates in astrophysical plasmas417

of λmfp and typical spatial gradient scales suggest that418

the Knudsen number is commonly O(1). Accordingly,419

the electron momentum equation implies that the atten-420

dant E‖ will be strong, E‖ ' O(1), and be common in421

astrophysics (Scudder (1996), Meyer-Vernet & Issautier422

(1998), Meyer-Vernet (2007) and Scudder & Karimabadi423

(2013) .424

The general idea that finite E‖ promotes a subset of425

the electrons into local runaway is still a meaningful in-426

sight even in the astrophysical context. Local runaway427

is a uniquely plasma phenomena for any finite E‖; it428

is made possible by the coulomb scattering rate being429

inversely and strongly dependent on the relative speed430

of the projectile and target. In the presence of a par-431

allel electric field a minimum speed electron always ex-432

ists above which the push of E‖ transfers more energy433

than the electron loses from coulomb scattering. At and434

above this speed increases by E‖ of the kinetic energy435

continue growing, locally always exceeding the increas-436

ingly smaller collisional losses; at first it would appear437

that the electron energy grows secularly by the energy438

supplied by E‖. In reality this secular behavior generally439

only occurs (i) for a few electrons and (ii) persists only440

until previously neglected processes interdict the simple441

picture of a non-radiating particle in an uniform infinite442

plasma with a fixed parallel electric field scattering off443

of structureless ions of negligible speed.444

The need for quasi-neutrality ensures E‖ = O(1) is ex-445

pected to be omnipresent in astrophysics; thus the local446

runaway process is always at work (Dreicer 1959, 1960;447

Scudder 1996, 2019c), not only for the solar wind but448

more generally in astrophysics. By this argument the449

observed, ubiquitous, non-thermal electrons of the solar450

wind should also be the expected normal behavior for451

remote astrophysical plasmas rather than the exception.452

2. THIS PAPER453

This paper describes a new technique to routinely454

measure E‖ at one point in space in the solar wind455

by asking the electrons what parallel electric field they456

sense; the technique’s high time resolution, compared to457

that of the pressure gradient E‖ determinations, arises458

because the proposed measurement does not require459

waiting for the traversals of adequate distances to infer460

weak spatial gradients. Here E‖ and E‖ are determined461

after performing operations on a specific magnetic field462

aligned one dimensional cut of the empirically measured463

electron Velocity Distribution Function (eVDF) recov-464

ered using the intermediate Wind 3DP data products for465

(1995-1998) recently published and tabulated (Salem et466

al. 2022).467

The new technique derives its sensitivity to E‖ by re-468

specting Dreicer conclusions about the strong speed de-469

pendence of coulomb collisions: for any finite E‖ there470

is a lowest energy range of the eVDF (E∗ < 3kTe/E‖)471

where collisions are so vigorous that the eVDF should472

be no more complicated than a drifting, nearly isotropic473

Maxwellian. The measurement interrogates the observed474

eVDF along the magnetic field in the direction opposite475

to the heat flux and quantifies where the leptokurtic476

eVDF has departed from its drifting mildly anisotropic477

Maxwellian form at lower energies. This determination478

is discussed in detail in Section 4479

Using this technique the size of E‖ is surveyed across480

4 years (1995-1998) using 96s resolution solar wind data481

collected at the forward Lagrangian point by the Wind482

3DP experiment (Lin et al. 1995). Each measurement of483

|E‖| is the average of two systematically different deter-484

minations of E‖. The differences of these determinations485
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from the reported average are used to document the av-486

erage achieved reproducibility/precision of the reported487

measurement for the single 3D eVDF used. Four years488

of data suggest |E‖| has a reproducibility/precision of489

better than 10%.490

Aware that high reproducibility can result from sys-491

tematic error, a second stage of validation is undertaken492

(Section 9) to document whether six theoretically mo-493

tivated correlations between |E‖| and other plasma ob-494

servables could be corroborated using other measure-495

ments. These correlations involve testing: quantitative496

agreements between the expected size of pressure pro-497

file power law exponents based on E‖ versus those (i)498

forbidden, (ii) allowed and (iii) likely for an expanding499

fluid like the solar wind; (iv) determining the most likely500

found radial power law exponents for the electron pres-501

sure or temperature for the Unstructured Spherically502

Symmetric Solar Wind (USSSW) of solar wind theory;503

(v) the recovery of the bulk speed dependence of these504

radial power laws using E‖ that match quantities re-505

cently published using pressure profiles traversed in the506

wind (Maksimovic et al. 2020). The role of systematic507

error (vi) in the final test of accuracy is also shown to508

be small by contrasting the decay of the experimental509

corroboration under an alternate suggestion for the in-510

terpretation of the break point energy scaling (cf Fig511

21).512

These last three tests are especially sensitive to the513

certification of the calibration/accuracy of the reported514

values of |E‖|, establishing that the Wind-SERM analy-515

sis presented here determines |E‖| and hence |E‖| at the516

0.1nV/m level with a better than 10% accuracy.517

Four multi-year correlations provide arguments that518

the measured values of E‖ are geophysical and consis-519

tent with their theoretical expectations: (i) size and520

bulk speed dependence of electron temperature gradi-521

ents compared to these same quantities from pressure522

gradient time series; (ii) E‖ positively correlated with523

solar wind speed; (iii) supra thermal spectral hardness524

positively correlated with E‖; and (iv) strahl’s almost525

exclusive localization within the most stringent closed526

coulomb runaway separatrix determined by locally mea-527

sured E‖.528

3. THE NON-THERMAL SOLAR WIND EVDF529

Many different experimental groups have modeled the530

velocity space electron probability distribution fe(v) in531

the solar wind as a superposition of peaked phase space532

sub-components with their own different densities, char-533

acteristic energies and peculiar magnetic field aligned534

drift speeds (Montgomery et al. 1968), (Feldman et535

al. 1975) (Ogilvie & Scudder 1978), (Rosenbauer et al.536

1977), (Pilipp 1987a), (Larson et al. 2000), (Salem et al.537

2003), (Maksimović et al. 2005), (Štverák et al. 2009),538

(Štverák et al. 2015), (Halekas et al. 2020), (Salem539

et al. 2022). A cartoon in Fig 1 relates the names,540

phase space shapes and relative locations of these sub-541

components with commonly adopted names core, halo542

and strahl.543

All sub-components are observed to possess equal544

cross field drifts, consistent with a magnetized plasma;545

sketches of the magnetic field aligned cuts of these sub-546

components are shown in the lower row of the cartoon547

with colored traces superposed on the full parallel trace548

of the entire eVDF.549

The model independent fe(v) is skewed, non-thermal550

and leptokurtic; its prominent heat flow reflects its551

skewness, the departures from a parabolic profile for552

lnfe(v‖) indicates it is non-thermal, and its overpop-553

ulated suprathermal population justifies its being lep-554

tokurtic. The heat is observed to flow along the mag-555

netic field direction, usually away from the sun and with556

the same field aligned bias as the displacement of the557

strahl sub-population in the ion’s rest frame as shown558

in Fig 1.559

The fit parameters of the sub-component modeling560

and nearly model independent direct numerical integra-561

tion of the eVDF separately support the idea that the562

net charge number flux of the superposition of these elec-563

tron subcomponents match that observed for the ions.564

This evidence for the Wind 3DP analysis has recently565

been published (Salem et al., 2022) and verified for this566

data set by the author. Multiple experimental groups567

have suggested that the wind as a whole does not rep-568

resent a field aligned current, despite being permeated569

by a theoretically required non-zero parallel electric field570

(Lemaire & Scherer 1971).571

The measured 3D eVDF surface is often modeled572

by an optimized superposition of overlapping sub-573

components shown in Fig 1; shape coefficients ck are574

adjusted to maximize the agreement of the model with575

the observed eVDF that is well sampled in energy and576

solid angle by Wind 3DP (Lin et al., 1995). After opti-577

mizing these coefficients, the value of the eVDF at any578

given velocity space location can be obtained as579

fe,obs(v) ' ΣkFk(v, ck). (4)580

Typically the observed subcomponents for the ther-581

mal core and suprathermal halo are modeled as hav-582

ing even parity in parallel velocities about their own583

rest frame and gyrotropic about b̂. As described be-584

low the strahl assay on Wind is formed by subtraction585

of gytropic models and is thus modeled as gyrotropic;586

generally the strahl determined in this manner contains587
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a skewness in its own rest frame (Salem et al. 2022).588

The lowest χ2
ν for the best choices of the Fk’s produces589

a skewed, heat conducting eVDF as the result of best fit590

sub-component rest frames sliding independently along591

b̂.592

Since the early Vela and IMP measurements it has593

been noted that subcomponent fits of this type yielded594

a composite fe(v), that could replicate within errors the595

model independent lower moments (through the heat596

flux) of the eVDF determined without subcomponent597

fitting. After including the strahl modeling, the more598

recent and refined resolution Wind 3DP data set has599

this property as well (Salem et al. 2022).600

A typical modeling approach forms the sum in Eq 4601

using an anisotropic bi-Mawellian core for low proper602

frame energies, together with an anisotropic κ halo dis-603

tribution (Olbert 1968) for suprathermal energies; a604

phase space localized strahl component, is usually iden-605

tified astride the heat flux pitch angles of the eVDF606

(Rosenbauer 1977), (Feldman et al 1978), (Ogilvie &607

Scudder 1981), (Pilipp et al. 1987a), (Maksimović et608

al. 2005), (Štverák et al. 2009), (Halekas et al. 2020),609

(Salem et al. 2022).610

The strahl contribution was identified in Wind 3DP611

by finding phase space locales where the predictions of612

the superposed core and halo fits (determined by fits613

outside the heat flux pitch angles) were unable to predict614

the observed fluxes. Generally these strahl contributions615

were sought within the white rectangle in Fig 2.616

In the best fit representations all three components617

drift along b̂, but with different speeds in the ion rest618

frame. The core drift in the ion frame is ultra subsonic,619

the halo subsonic, and the strahl mildly transonic (see620

below however); in all cases the reference thermal speed621

is that of the sub-component. Except for the strahl these622

drifts are difficult to perceive in the lower row of cartoon623

profiles in Fig 1; however the drifts are clearly measur-624

able, coordinated and suggest the entire electron part of625

the plasma does not drift in the ion rest frame.626627

In the solar wind the canonical heat flow direction is628

along the magnetic field; based on statistical mechan-629

ics the direction of E‖b̂ is expected to be aligned with630

q‖b̂. The Drude arguments (1900a,b) based on colli-631

sions and Dreicer’s (1960) update for a plasma and the632

SERM model (Scudder 2019c) suggest the magnetic field633

aligned drift of the thermal electrons (in the ion rest634

frame) should be opposite to E‖b̂, yielding the inter-635

linked directional expectations:636

q‖

|q‖|
=

E‖

|E‖|
= −

Uc,‖

|Uc,‖|
=

Uh,‖

|Uh,‖|
'

Us,‖

|Us,‖|
. (5)637
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2007; Štverák et al. 2009; Halekas et al. 2020): a primary cool
thermal core (∼ 10 eV, ∼ 95% density), a superthermal halo
(∼ 50 eV, ∼ 4% density), and a field-aligned anti-Sunward beam
called strahl (∼ 100 − 1000 eV, ∼ 1% density). This core-halo-
strahl structure is illustrated in Figure 1. The top row shows a
2D view of these three components in the ion frame, projected
in a plane parallel and perpendicular to the local magnetic field
[v‖, v⊥]. The bottom row highlights each component in a paral-
lel cut through the entire eVDF. The core is best described by
a bi-Maxwellian distribution, while the halo population is well
described by a (bi-)κ-distribution with large velocity tails in the
VDF (Feldman et al. 1975; Maksimovic et al. 2005b; Štverák
et al. 2009; Wilson et al. 2019a,b). The strahl has a more compli-
cated cone-shaped structure, with a angular width that is highly
variable between slow and fast solar wind (Pilipp et al. 1987a,b;
Hammond et al. 1996; Ogilvie et al. 1999; Anderson et al. 2012;
Gurgiolo & Goldstein 2016; Graham et al. 2017; Horaites et al.
2018b; Berčič et al. 2019, 2020; Halekas et al. 2020).
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the various solar wind electron populations of the
eVDF, namely the core, halo and strahl. The top row shows a 2 dimen-
sional view of these three components, and the bottom row highlights
each component in a parallel cut through the eVDF.

Each population exhibits clear temperature anisotropies and
rather large relative drifts parallel to the local magnetic field with
respect to the other populations and the solar wind ions (Feld-
man et al. 1975; Štverák et al. 2008; Pulupa et al. 2014a). These
halo and strahl features as well as temperature anisotropies are
more distinctive in the fast solar wind. This observation is usu-
ally attributed to collisional effects, which are stronger in the
slow solar wind (Salem et al. 2003b; Marsch 2006). Although
the flows of the core, halo and strahl relative to ions satisfy glob-
ally quasi-neutrality and zero current condition, they correspond
to a substantial heat flux directed antisunward, parallel or anti-
parallel to the magnetic field. On a larger scale, studies of the
radial evolution of eVDFs show that the relative density of the
halo increases radially while that of the strahl decreases (Maksi-
movic et al. 2005b; Štverák et al. 2009; Halekas et al. 2020), and
at the same time that the angular width of the strahl increases
with distance (Hammond et al. 1996; Graham et al. 2017; Berčič
et al. 2019, 2020). These results suggest that the halo electrons
could be strahl electrons that are backscattered and pitch-angle
diffused by mechanisms that remain unidentified.

Both collisional and/or collisionless processes have been
suggested to be responsible for controling these electron non-
thermal properties, via Coulomb collisions (Scudder & Olbert
1979a,b; Phillips & Gosling 1990; Lie-Svendsen et al. 1997;
Landi & Pantellini 2003; Salem et al. 2003b; Štverák et al. 2008;
Bale et al. 2013; Landi et al. 2012, 2014; Horaites et al. 2015,
2019; Boldyrev & Horaites 2019; Berčič et al. 2021) and/or (res-

onant or non-resonant) wave-particle interactions (Gary et al.
1975, 1994, 1999; Gary 1993; Krafft & Volokitin 2003; Vocks
et al. 2005; Gary & Saito 2007; Shevchenko & Galinsky 2010;
Seough et al. 2015; Kajdič et al. 2016; Horaites et al. 2018a;
Roberg-Clark et al. 2018a,b, 2019; Verscharen et al. 2019a;
Vasko et al. 2019; Micera et al. 2020; Jagarlamudi et al. 2021;
Innocenti et al. 2020; Cattell et al. 2021) respectively. On the
other hand, a more recent theoretical paradigm (Scudder 2019a)
predicts that the non-thermal shape of the eVDFs is a corollary
of the strong parallel electric field needed to enforce the GOL
balance so that no currents flow in the plasma, in a variant of
Dreicer’s transient runaway process (Dreicer 1959, 1960; Fuchs
et al. 1986).

At energies above those of the halo and strahl, the eVDF
exhibit a super-halo (Lin 1980; Wang et al. 2012, 2015), a fourth
population with energies fo 2-200 keV. The super-halo seems to
be a quasi-isotropic and steady-state feature of the solar wind,
although its origin still remains unknown (Yang et al. 2015).

To date, our understanding of what processes regulate the so-
lar wind electron properties and how the electrons couple to the
ions are not fully understood (e.g. Marsch 2006; Verscharen et al.
2019b). This work aims to accurately and systematically charac-
terize and quantify the non-thermal features of solar wind eVDFs
and extract the properties of their core, halo and strahl com-
ponents using data from NASA’s Wind spacecraft (s/c) (Acuña
et al. 1995; Harten & Clark 1995). Wind is best-suited for this
study, with its state-of-the-art particle and field instrumentation,
the 3D Plasma (Lin et al. 1995) and ther WAVES (Bougeret et al.
1995) experiments respectively, and over 26 years of continuous
data collection (i.e. over 2.5 solar cycles worth of data) to allow
statistically significant studies of the variation and evolution of
solar wind electron properties. This is key to shed some light on
the underlying physical processes actually at play to control the
non-thermal eVDF shape and properties, and ultimately solve
the electron physics puzzle in the solar wind and in electron As-
trophysics in general.

Precision measurements of electrons are crucial for under-
standing the thermodynamics and microphysics of the plasma.
These measurements are difficult to make and interpret: the
low mass of electrons renders them especially susceptible to
s/c charging effects in addition to inherent limitations in instru-
ment capabilities. Indeed, the eVDF in the vicinity of the s/c is
severely polluted at low energies (a few eV) by photoelectrons
and secondary electrons emitted by the s/c body in space, and
distorted by the electric field created by s/c charging modifying
both energies and direction of motion of solar wind electrons in-
cident on the detector (Grard 1973; Garrett 1981; Whipple 1981;
Goertz 1989; Scime et al. 1994b; Pulupa et al. 2014a). Photo-
electrons and secondary electrons can contribute artificial counts
to measured electron spectra at energies lower or equal to the s/c
electric potential φ. Correcting for these effects is a difficult task
since they vary with electron properties (density, temperature,
etc.) that one wishes to measure. These corrections are compli-
cated by the fact that the eVDF is measured within a finite energy
range [Emin, Emax] (Song et al. 1997; Salem et al. 2001; Génot &
Schwartz 2004) and for typical electron detectors in the solar
wind Emin ∼ 5 to 10 eV, usually above values of the highly vari-
able φ, so a variable part of the electron core is missing (Salem
et al. 2001).

There are various ways of addressing these issues, the most
natural being to have proper instrumentation measuring the s/c
electric potential itself. Direct on-board measurements of the s/c
potential using DC electric field instruments (Cully et al. 2007)
have been only been recently implemented in the last decade
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Figure 1. Cartoon representation of solar wind eVDF show-
ing (lower) traces field aligned cuts and (upper) pitch an-
gle distributions of the thermal core, the suprathermal halo,
and strahl sub-components. Lower colored traces indicate
the subcomponent’s location in the overall (grey) composite
eVDF’s magnetic field aligned profiles. Once the core and
halo fits are performed excluding the heat flux supporting
bulge along the magnetic field, the total eVDF (grey profiles
and their extensions in pitch angles) are reduced by the pre-
dictions of the core and halo fits, yielding the residual size
and location of the suggested strahl component. The strahl’s
bulge is found along the empirical heat flux direction deter-
mined from the entire model independent assay of the eVDF.
Courtesy M. Pulupa, http://sprg.ssl.berkeley.edu/ pulupa/.

These relations (except those involving E‖ are well doc-638

umented by extensive solar wind observations as shown639

in Salem et al (2022) and multiple references cited there.640

3.1. Speed and Pitch Angle Space of the eVDF641

The speed-pitch angle distributions routinely inferred642

in the solar wind are suggested by the upper row of insets643

in Fig 1. The observed extent of these eVDF subcompo-644

nents in this plane are often used in theoretical discus-645

sions of their origin. In the collisionless exospheric limit,646

boundaries can be determined in this plane for kinematic647

access of electrons as they can find their way through the648

electrostatic and magnetic field variations while remain-649

ing quasi neutral. Because coulomb collisions are always650

present there are also unanticipated boundaries in this651

speed pitch angle plane with ultimate rationales more652

general than the boundaries formulated by collisionless653

exospheric arguments.654

Throughout this discussion it should remain clear that655

the sub-component boundaries and extents of the pitch656

angles distributions in the top row of the cartoon in Fig657

1 are not model independent, but are inferences where658

these sub-components functions dominate the compos-659

ite, observed eVDF. What is established by this com-660

posite fit is an optimized superposition of functions that661

replicated the measured eVDF well. Such considerations662

imply that phase space boundaries or other signatures663
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have to be experimentally determined from the entire664

eVDF as delineated by the observations. Even the best665

vernier instrumentation need not have flux variations666

along any given needed direction in the 3 dimensional667

velocity space. The use of a composite fit allows subse-668

quent analysis to obtain the best synthesis of the eVDF669

along desired phase space paths, making the best use670

of the overdetermination present in the composite fit to671

the entire eVDF while refraining from plate like inter-672

polations of the raw inferred eVDF from the corrected673

pixel fluxes returned in telemetry.674

Before discussing how to measure E‖ we describe675

in Fig 2 the locations of various electron phase space676

boundaries alluded to in the exospheric literature and677

some caused by collisions. Although this figure is a678

quantitatively constructed version of the phase space679

shown in the top row of Fig 1, it is still a simplified680

polar diagram of the speed-pitch angle space dependen-681

cies of the observed solar wind electron eVDF.682

The figure’s velocity space origin is the sun’s rest683

frame; particles going towards the sun are moving to684

the right, towards the black star in the diagram. In typ-685

ical situations the observed solar wind heat and number686

fluxes flow away from the sun, to the left in this figure.687

In this example the wind is flowing at 400km/s.688

The exospheric boundaries key on the sun’s rest frame689

for their parallel origins, while the collisional boundaries690

usually are centered at the local solar wind’s rest frame691

(as for example the center of the red circle at the solar692

wind velocity). The cyan circle, centered on the Sun’s693694

rest frame, encloses the negative total energy trapped695

particles of exospheric theory and some of its occupants696

have come to be associated with the thermal core of the697

routinely observed solar wind eVDF. Electrons found on698

the bounding E = 0 cyan boundary in exospheric the-699

ory have a speed vφ related to the size of the exospheri-700

cist’s electrical potential at that spatial position given701

by −eΦexo(r) = 1
2mv

2
φ, where the zero of the potential702

is assumed to be at infinity. A source of confusion is703

the relation of any exospheric electrical potentials fore-704

seen and those electric potentials that occur in a plasma705

where collisions occur. Given the approximate charac-706

ter of the exospheric model these potentials are probably707

not identical.708

The strahl of collisionless exospheric theory occupies709

an unbounded positive total energy (E > 0) regime be-710

tween the green extensions of the two orange hyperbolas711

with superposed black dash-dot lines. Mathematically712

the strahl of exospheric theory occupies the phase space713

contoured with cyan level curves between the extended714

asymptotes at speeds above vφ associated with E > 0.715

The reported strahl signatures generally occur moving716

Figure 2. Theoretical boundaries anticipated for the solar
wind eVDF in the rest frame of the sun. Exospheric bound-
aries: cyan circle: total energy E = 0, orange hyperbolae,
and exospheric strahl green subset of hyperbola. Coulomb
collisional structures: (i) red circle (centered at the ion rest
frame) of speed radius, v$: this is the outer speed limit of
Dreicer’s domain of Coulomb collisional dominance; (ii) blue
separatrix, S(E‖), the boundary between collisionally inward
recycled electrons and promoted runaways that have passed
outwards across S. E‖b̂ and q‖b̂ are generally aligned as
shown, while the electric force on the electron opposes this
common direction and is generally sunward. A complemen-
tary section of the observed eVDF along the magnetic field
is shown vs speed in Fig 3 and magnified in Fig 4, and vs
kinetic energy in Fig 5 below.

away from the sun on open field lines and almost always717

in the direction of the moment heat flux.718

In exospheric theory the total E = 0 boundary (cyan719

circle) delimits the smallest speed isocontour of the theo-720

retical exospheric strahl subcomponent. Commonly the721

strahl is identified by its rather sharp pitch angle dis-722

tribution centered about the moment heat flux direc-723

tion of the eVDF. Because of the difficulty of measuring724

the electrical potential, the reported strahl eVDF sig-725

natures are seldomly, if ever, certified as residing above726

the E = 0 boundary.727

Theoretically the strahl in exospheric theory carries728

all the number flux and heat flow carried by the elec-729

trons. The remainder of the phase space is modeled as730

occupied by electrons whose distributions are even func-731

tions of their parallel speed described in the sun’s rest732

frame. In exospheric theory these remainders do not733

contribute to the odd moments of the electrons. Since734

the observed thermal core electrons are generally viewed735

as having E < 0, but still observed to have a flow speed736

nearly that of the ions, the exospheric neglect of col-737
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lisions is surely incomplete. Additionally, there is the738

possibility that collisionally moderated heat flow signa-739

tures will also involve field aligned skewness that could740

be misconstrued as exopsheric strahl phenomenology (cf741

Fig 4 Scudder 2019c).742

The white shaded rectangle in this figure indicates the743

general vicinity of the eVDF where Wind 3DP strahl744

searches may have found signatures (but not its precise745

boundary). The outline of this inferred strahl search746

zone will vary based on the energy dependence of the747

inferred pitch angle features identified (cf Fig 1). The748

generic rectangular region is called out here as the strahl749

search zone to emphasize that signatures identified as750

strahl may not be an unequivocal measurement of a sur-751

viving exospheric strahl component. This ambiguity is752

discussed in more detail below in conjunction with the753

strahl parameters determined from the 3DP Wind ob-754

servations and must be kept in mind for eVDF features755

identified as the strahl in other surveys.756

Many authors have suggested the non-strahl E > 0757

population is populated by various wave-particle effects758

spawned by the erosion of the collisionless strahl. In the759

context of Fig 2 and the SERM model, promotion by760

E‖ outwards across the separatrix S(E‖), is an alternate,761

but omnipresent collisional source for halo electrons at762

pitch angles outside of the strahl zone of exospheric the-763

ory that needs further consideration. In addition, con-764

siderations of coulomb collisions suggest that all elec-765

trons inside of S and outside of the red circle are in a766

constant state of inter-penetrating circulation (cf. Fuchs767

et al., 1986); this circulation represents a significant col-768

lisional source for the halo not produced by the above769

mentioned wave-particle process.770

The finite coulomb collision frequency (ignored by771

exospheric theory) introduces three other boundaries772

in Fig 2: (i) within the red circle of kinetic energy773

E$ = mev
2
$/2 centered on the ion rest frame is the774

domain where electron proton collisions are so strong775

that Dreicer argued that the eVDF should at worst be a776

convecting, nearly isotropic Maxwellian; Dreicer’s sep-777

aratrix SD is indicated by the open red dashed wind778

sock boundary that encloses a larger volume in velocity779

space than the blue separatrix labeled SF due to Fuchs780

et al. 1986). Dreicer’s minimum speed, v$ for promo-781

tion into kinetic runaway is at the red diamond at the782

base of the windsock derived considering only ion drag783

in competition with E‖ acceleration. The blue SF curve784

was derived (Fuchs et al. 1986) considering energy loss785

effects in addition to those considered by Dreicer; in a786

proton plasma its minimum runaway speed occurs at the787

green speed labeled vr and given by (Fuchs et al., 1986,788

Scudder 2022)789

vr '0.9
31/4

E1/2
‖

Fuchs et al.(1986)

v$ =
31/2

E1/2
‖

Dreicer (1960)

vr =0.683v$

v∗ =
√
ζv$

(6)790

In this paper we will explore both Dreicer and Fuchs et791

al. S boundaries in our desire to estimate E‖. Since they792

both have the same functional scaling on E‖, a consistent793

choice devolves on the accuracy of the ultimate E‖ that794

is implied, since with Fuchs the inferred E‖ predicts a795

weaker ambient electric field than Dreicer’s formulation:796

797

EFuchs‖ = 0.467EDreicer‖

E‖(ζ) = ζEDreicer‖ ,
(7)798

where an arbitrary factor ζ off of Dreicer’s prediction is799

introduced to accommodate both choices in Eq 6. (ii)800

both S’s are asymmetric in v‖ but cylindrically sym-801

metric about B; the runaway immune region is open in802

Dreicer’s separatrix, but closed in the blue curve of the803

Fuchs separatrix, SF . Both separatrices enclose the ion804

flow rest frame, being elongated on the heat flux-strahl’s805

side of the origin.806

In the presence of any E‖ some electrons will be pro-807

moted from inside to outside these separatrices, ener-808

gizing them to local runaway status. When launched809

in this manner electrons locally gain energy secularly810

from the parallel electric field that exceeds their losses811

to collisions. Promotion to runaway status is most fa-812

vorable in the direction of the electric force on electrons,813

but a finite rate for promotion exists at all pitch an-814

gles, including the strahl’s direction of exospheric the-815

ory’s wedge of pitch angles (Fuchs et al 1986). Elec-816

trons within both S’s are strongly recirculated amongst817

themselves by coulomb collisions, including interacting818

between electrons inside the strongly collisional region819

(Dreicer 1960, Fuchs et al 1986).820

Runaway promotion can not explicitly occur in the821

steady collisionless exospheric theory; as collisions are822

unavoidable and they allow runaways, the consideration823

of collisions can raise the kinetic energy of otherwise824

trapped bound electrons (home of the observed core),825

and/or blurring otherwise sharp phase space boundaries826

of collisionless access in exospheric models. Recent clari-827

fications of the details for achieving formally exospheric828

winds with high velocities have shown the importance829
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and necessary role played by collisional access into oth-830

erwise inaccessible collisionless orbits (Zouganelis et al.831

2005). In the exospheric modeling these effects are832

suggested to be necessary, together with non-thermal833

boundary conditions, to achieve quasi-neutral current834

free high speed winds exceeding 800km/s. Thus, even835

the collisionless picture has tacit imclusion of collisions836

when needed.837

4. MEASURING V$(E‖)838

By consensus the eVDF sub-component with the high-839

est ambient plasma phase space density occurs at the840

lowest energies in the solar wind frame (cf Fig 1), being841

hotter than and distinguishable from secondaries and842

photo-electrons. With the strong inverse speed depen-843

dence of the coulomb scattering, the core electron sub-844

component, as nearest the ion bulk velocity, was iden-845

tified in the SERM model (Scudder 2019c) as the over-846

damped population of (Dreicer 1959), (Dreicer 1960),847

(Scudder & Olbert 1979a), and (Fuchs et al. 1986).848

Consistent with Dreicer’s modeling, the solar wind849

electron core is only weakly anisotropic, and is observed850

to drift in the direction of the parallel electric force851

(away from the heat flux) and come to a quasi-time sta-852

tionary anti-sunward drift in the ion rest frame. Such a853

model is the general solution of the Fokker-Planck equa-854

tion in the presence of finite E‖ that is not too large. It is855

precisely the model Dreicer suggested would occur in his856

collisionally overdamped regime. Also consistent is that857

the steady core drift in the ion rest frame is observed to858

be well below the core’s thermal speed.859

The identification of the core sub-population of the ob-860

served eVDF with Dreicer’s overdamped population is861

crucial leverage for the technique presented below for862

measuring E‖ in the plasma; it involves finding the mini-863

mum field aligned speed,
√
ζv$, at or within the sunward864

extreme of the red circle in Fig 2.865

5. AMBIPOLAR E‖ FROM MEASURED eVDF866

We find v$(E‖) by interrogating the magnetic field867

aligned cut of the modeled eVDF given by f(v‖) ≡868

fe(−v · q‖b̂ > 0), where the direction selected is a ray869

parallel to the local magnetic field direction, but op-870

posite to the heat flux. In this way f(v‖) focusses on871

v‖ ≥ 0 particles that move along the direction of the872

local parallel electric force on the electrons, −|e|E‖b̂.873

For the remainder of this paper we use f(v‖) with-874

out the subscript e and with a scalar argument to de-875

note preferentially this cut; such a section should pass876

through v$ > 0 and is shown in Fig 3 and should be con-877

trasted with the full pitch angle of velocity space shown878

in Fig 2.879

The generally sunward cut of the eVDF along the880

magnetic field, f(v‖), has only non-zero model contri-881

butions from the core’s Maxwellian and halo’s Kappa882

sub-components, since the strahl term, Fstrahl, is not883

present (cf Fig 1) on the side of the eVDF opposite the884

heat flow’s skew. If the strahl component were present,885

it would be found in the vicinity of the olive green let-886

tering in Fig 3.887

Accordingly, using the modeled parameters of the888

composite fit to the eVDF in Eq 4, the best analyti-889

cal synthesis of the observed eVDF along the direction890

moving towards the sun (actually along −q‖b̂) will have891

the form892

f(v > 0) 'fc(v) + fh(v) where

v ≡− v · qe
|qe|

= −v ·
E‖b̂

|E‖|
> 0.

(8)893

With these conventions if the heat flows away from the894

sun it would be accompanied by the indicated sunward895

core drift with positive parallel speed v = Uc > 0 (in the896

ion frame) and the halo drift speed consistently negative897

Uh < 0.898

The profile f(v) for each spectrum (1995-1998) ac-899

quired by Wind 3DP is reconstructed here using the900

eVDF fit parameters for the subcomponents consistent901

with NASA’s Open Data Policy as interpreted by Max902

Bernstein, NASA HQ. Statistical properties of the elec-903

trons characterized in this data set have already been904

discussed and summarized in tabular form in a recent905

publication (Salem et al. 2022).906

Thus, profile used for analysis f(v) along −q‖b̂, will907

include the minimum runaway speed v$ having the908

form:909

f(v) =
nc

π3/2wc,‖w2
c⊥

exp

[
− (v − U∗c )2

w2
c,‖

]

nhA(κ)

π3/2wh,‖w
2
h⊥

[
1 +

(v − U∗h)2

κw2
h,‖

]−(κ+1)

,

(9)910

where v > 0 and A(κ) = Γ(κ + 1)/(Γ(κ − 1/2)κ3/2)911

guarantees that nh is the number density of the entire κ912

subcomponent, despite its non-Maxwellian shape. Since913

the observations characterize the drifts of eVDF compo-914

nents relative to the ion rest frame, the drifts in Eq 9 are915

actually taken to be U∗c = |Uc,fit| and U∗h = −|Uh,fit|916

provided the spectrum fit values satisfy Uc,fitUh,fit < 0917

and are thus physical. Since f(v) is a magnetic field918

aligned cut, the transverse part of the fitted eVDF has919

been evaluated at v⊥ = 0.920

A composite semi-logarithmic profile of shape of f(v),921

similar to that found in the solar wind, has already been922
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shown in Fig 3. A magnified detail of this f(v) is shown923

in Fig 4 using the same color codes, line coloring and924

labeling conventions. It details the transitions in the925

leptokurtic profile precisely where the halo subcompo-926

nent fraction perceptibly competes with the core con-927

tributions for the observed composite f(v). The cut of928

Figure 3. Inset shows the full magnetic field aligned semi-
logarithmic slice f(v) of the ubiquitously observed, nonther-
mal and skewed solar wind eVDF, fe(v), using Eq 9. Dashed-
dotted curves reflect the core and halo terms in Eq 9. When
present the strahl would occur with v < 0 and within the
lightly green lettered area on the composite profile. Three
closely located candidate boundaries v$, vI and v= are iden-
tified here and magnified in Fig 4 and 5

929

930

the composite eVDF for the sunward moving electrons is931

shown in red, where its curvature is negative and in blue932

where it is positive. Three boundaries with decreasing933

speed, {v=, vI , v$}, are indicated in these figures.934

The boundary speed, labeled vI , between regions of935

opposite curvature is the point of inflection. The bound-936

ary at v= often called the hinge point is where the core937

and halo sub-components contribute equally to the to-938

tal observed phase space density. The boundary at v$939

has been computed for this spectrum and will be identi-940

fied below with Dreicer’s minimum speed for runaway,941

but at present it satisfies one of Dreicer’s attributes: it942

is in a region of negative curvature, and thus v$ < vI ,943944

placing it below the inflection point, vI . The inflection945

point for lnf(v) has the implicit geometrical definition946

from calculus:947

d2lnf(v)

dv2

∣∣∣
vI

= 0. (10)948

Since 1968 the solar wind eVDF outside the orbit of949

Mercury has been generally observed to have this repro-950

ducibly leptokurtic, nonthermal and skewed form of Fig951

3; it continues to be seen on Parker Solar Probe.952

For context requested by the referee Figure 5 provides953

a third semi-logarithmic profile of Eq 9 using electron954

Figure 4. This inset is a magnification of the sunward prop-
agating portion of Fig 3 focussing on the candidate bound-
aries. The separation of the red, negative curvature, part
of f(v$) from fc(v$) is clearly shown. The color coding
and boundary candidates are retained across Fig 3,4 and 5
discussed together in the text.

kinetic energy of the electrons in the ion rest frame as the955

independent variable. As expected from differentiable956

Figure 5. This inset is a variant of Figure 4, requested by
the referee, that magnifies the leptokurtic transition in semi-
logarithmic format vs kinetic energy, showing its slightly dif-
ferent but still smooth appearance. The corresponding ver-
tically marked kinetic energies of this figure Ex = mv2

x/2
remain distinct in this format as do their related speeds that
label the corresponding locations in Fig 3. Color coding has
been preserved across Fig3, 4, and 5.

957

958

maps this figure also shows the occurrence of a smooth959

transition between the dominance of fc and fh, and that960

the superposition of fc + fh does not produce a sharp961

corner at the hinge energy E=.962

The existence of the sharp angular transition in the963

even Legendre terms of the eVDF (Scudder 2019c)964

reflects its choice of basis functions that are non-965

overlapping in velocity space, rather than the superposi-966

tion of components, each defined in all of velocity space967

used to achieve the Wind 3DP eVDF modeling seen in968

Figure 4 or 5. The model in Scudder (2019c) only per-969
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tains to the even part of the eVDF; transport signatures970

are expected to produce transitions that smooth out the971

apparent corners giving the entire eVDF a less angular972

appearance. (cf Fig 4 Scudder 2019c)973

Large data bases made over the last 50 years (includ-974

ing those used for examples in this paper are invari-975

ably well modeled with parameters that validate Eq 9’s976

skewed leptokurtic form, including its 3D pitch angle977

continuation (Salem et al. 2022) that reduces to the978

projection given by Eq 9. (Recent Parker Solar Probe979

results appear to challenge the pervasiveness of the por-980

tions of the sunward halo component (Halekas et al.981

2021), but not the existence of the leptokurtic thermal to982

non-thermal transition. Neither of the subcomponents983

fc(v) nor fh(v) are separately completely constrained984

at all speeds by the spacecraft measurements; the ob-985

servations for this f(v) profile are well constrained by986

the composite values from the fits along and nearby the987

field direction, fe(v), including the specific ray along988

b̂. Recovery of unique properties of each subcompo-989

nent contributing to the eVDF value is less sure than990

the fit’s recovery of the properties of the eVDF surface991

constrained by all the corrected raw counts measured by992

the plasma electrostatic analyzers. If the composite fit993

replicates the trend of the speed dependence of the data994

well, it suffices to infer the needed properties exploited995

below.996

6. MAXWELLIANS997

A Maxwellian, fMax, has a distinguishing geometri-998

cal property: the second derivative with respect to any999

cartesian component of the velocity, vk, of its logarithm1000

lnfMax is everywhere the same negative constant value1001

set by the Maxwellian’s temperature:1002

d2lnfMax(v)

dv2
k

= − 2

w2
e

= −|C|, (11)1003

where we is the root mean square speed of the1004

Maxwellian associated with its temperature 2kBTe =1005

mw2
e .1006

The local mathematical curvature of a planar curve1007

is proportional to its 2nd derivative and has the same1008

sign. Curves with negative curvature are concave open-1009

ing downward; those with positive curvature are con-1010

cave upward. A pure 1-D Maxwellian implies that1011

lnf(v) = a+ bv−|C|/2v2 so that its second derivative is1012

always negative, independent of the value of the speed, v,1013

of the magnetic field aligned cartesian component where1014

the curvature is evaluated.1015

Dreicer’s (1959) insight, generalized by Fuchs et al.1016

(1986) suggested for any finite E‖ there will exist a can-1017

didate runaway minimum speed v$ along −E‖b̂ that1018

should occur within the red negative curvature domain1019

of f(v ≥ Uc) and thus between1020

Uc ≤v$ ≤ vI < v=

Ec ≤E$ ≤ EI < E=.
(12)1021

For future simplicity we identify the dimensionless ener-1022

gies Eq associated with particles at each candidate speed1023

boundary, vq, where this dimensionless energy variable1024

Eq = mv2
q/(2kTc) generalizes Dreicer’s notation for E$.1025

These inequalities preclude identifying v$ with v=,1026

because the latter is within the blue, positive second1027

derivative domain of lnf(v), that is separated by the1028

inflection point vI from any red (negative 2nd derivative1029

domain for lnf) at the lowest energies going towards1030

the sun. Since the sunward propagating part of all solar1031

wind eVDF’s are leptokurtic, they all possess inflection1032

points, so any candidate runaway boundary transition1033

from a purely Maxwellian form within S, must occur1034

below v < vI .1035

7. EXPERIMENTAL ASSAY OF E$ AND |E‖|1036

The defining property in Eq 11 for a Maxwellian sug-1037

gests a natural way to process the i’th spectrum for1038

the speed variation of the velocity spread, or dispersion,1039

w2
eff(i, v). With a generally leptokurtic f(i, v) this dis-1040

persion is anticipated to increase as v grows. The initial1041

low speed regime has a constant, nearly Maxwellian’s1042

negative concavity that with increasing speed v becomes1043

less negative, approaching zero at vI . The remainder1044

of this section concerns the i’th spectrum; to simplify1045

notation the i spectrum index dependence has been sup-1046

pressed.1047

In analogy with Eq 11 the quantity w2
eff(v) is defined1048

using the same second derivative operation, but now act-1049

ing on the analytical fit characterization (Eq 9) of the1050

observed eVDF:1051

1

w2
eff(v)

≡− 1

2

d2lnf(v)

dv2

C(v) ≡− w2
eff(Uc)

w2
eff(v)

(13)1052

where the second form defines the needed dimension-1053

less second derivative C(v) for the spectrum’s observed1054

lnf(v). For the composite function at v = Uc the second1055

derivative is not precisely that of the core Maxellian, be-1056

cause fh(Uc) 6= 0. With the above procedure, however,1057

C(Uc) = −1 as desired. Details of the calculation of C1058

and its related functions from the modeled eVDF may1059

be found in Section 20.41060

A dimensionless profile for C(E ≡ E/kTc) (using Fig1061

3) is shown as the lower black curve in Fig 6, rising1062
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from −1 at v = Uc; it eventually becomes 0 at the in-1063

flection point v = vI . To the extent that C differs from1064

-1, departures of f(v) from a Maxwellian form can be1065

quantified.1066

T is a useful variant of C; it quantifies the speed de-1067

pendent dispersion relative to its value at v = Uc, giv-1068

ing a speed dependent effective scaled temperature, T(v)1069

along the profile relative to its value at v = Ub:1070

T(E) ≡ − 1

C(E)
, (14)1071

and shown as the top curve in Figure 2. It provides1072

a sensitive indicator of the modifications to lnf(v) oc-1073

curring with increasing admixtures of the halo subcom-1074

ponent. Eventually its unphysical use as an effective1075

temperature is clear when T(v ↑ vI)→∞.1076

A more useful related bounded positive form is1077

S(E) ≡ 1 + C(E), (15)1078

illustrated by the red curve in the middle of Figure 6,1079

rising above 0, indicated by the red horizontal line. [This1080

use of S should not be confused with the same symbol’s1081

use for the coulomb separatrix in Fig 2.] The height1082

of the red curve above the red horizontal line at each1083

energy of S(E) measures the increase made in C(E), as it1084

reduces its negative size enroute to 0 at EI , the inflection1085

point’s green vertical line.1086

On the interval [EUc
, EI ] S is a positive quantity 0 ≤1087

S(E) ≤ 1, with a pattern shown by the red curve in1088

Figure 6, providing a picture of the departure of the10891090

observed f(v) from a Maxwellian form S = 0 at very low1091

speeds to one strongly modified at v = vI with S = 1.1092

The blue vertical line is at the computed value of E$ for1093

the spectrum in Figure 3 (using Eq 16 and below), while1094

the green vertical line indicates the energy EI associated1095

with the inflection point of the same spectrum for lnf ,1096

where C(EI) = 0, S(EI) = 1 and T(EI) =∞.1097

The orange and black dotted curve with red diamonds1098

superposed shows the running average T(E) of T over all1099

energies lower than that where the point is plotted. Two1100

flairing orange curves with black dashes show the vari-1101

ance on this running mean. This retro-analysis shows1102

that the running mean of T(E$) has departed from unity1103

by much less than its variance until E → E$. The rou-1104

tinely determined size of E$ discussed below with the1105

full 4 year data set have been shown to share this prop-1106

erty (not shown).1107

The growing wedge between S(E) and the horizontal1108

axis S = 0 enclosed by the red curve provides a way1109

to compute the departures of the curvature of lnf(v)1110

at v from that of lnf(v) at v = Uc. As can be seen1111

Figure 6. The five curves in this figure illustrate the func-
tional dependence of quantities monitored while obtaining
E$ from 4 years of data using the WIND 3DP eVDF using
Eq 16. The three curves T, S,C are pointwise dependent
on the speed/energy being considered for E$ to be Dreicer’s
transition. By contrast, T(E) is an average over the point-
wise variations of T(E ′) for E ′ ≤ E . The fifth curve outlined
with black dash dots and dispersed blue diamonds demon-
strates the limitations of the Partial Moment PM method as
an alternative to Eq 16 discussed in Appendix II.

from Figure 6 the departures do not have an edge iden-1112

tifiable as Dreicer’s boundary minimum speed runaway1113

boundary; nonetheless, it is possible to say in what range1114

of energies f(v) deviates strongly from an underlying1115

Maxwellian form. We know from arguments above that1116

E$ must be within the interval [Ec, EI ], and by the vari-1117

ation of C on this interval must favor the location of1118

stronger S(E) departures from zero that occur below,1119

but generally near EI .1120

To find a prescription for E$ we have considered sepa-1121

rately the weighted averages of (1) E and (2) E−1 using1122

S(E) a a weighting function. The form of the weight1123

S(E) ensures that the selected range for E$ emphasizes1124

the first significant departure of f(v) from a Maxwellian1125

shape on the interval [Uc, vI ]. In this connection it is1126

important to emphasize that the functional dependence1127

of S is constructed from each new eVDF as a measure of1128

the deviation of its lnf(v)’s curvature at v, C(v), from1129

its curvature at Uc given by C(Ub).1130

8. THE RECIPE1131

This approach produces two well defined candidates1132

for the energy of Dreicer’s boundary given by:1133

E(1)
$ =

∫ β
α
S(E)EdE∫ β

α
S(E)dE

; E(2)
$ =

[∫ β
α
S(E)E−1dE∫ β
α
S(E)dE

]−1

(16)1134
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where the common limits of integration are α = EUc
and1135

β = EI , respectively. These two estimates have separate1136

biases; the first toward bigger, the second towards the1137

smaller values of E$. These functional forms are mo-1138

tivated by the desire to infer E‖ that depends on E−1,1139

and E$ that is linear in E .1140

Our approach operationally assigns the average E$1141

(indicated by the overbar) and half the difference of1142

these estimates for further use in computations involv-1143

ing E‖ while retaining an idea of their ambiguity, viz:1144

1145

E$ ≡ $2 ≡ 1

2

[
E(1)
$ + E(2)

$

]
; σE '

1

2

∣∣∣E(1)
$ − E(2)

$

∣∣∣.
(17)1146

The dimensionless electric field and its imprecision1147

have been inferred separately for each spectrum from1148

1149

|E‖| ≡
3

2

[
1/E(1)

$ + 1/E(2)
$

]
; σ|E‖|

' 3

2

∣∣∣1/E(1)
$ −1/E(2)

$

∣∣∣.
(18)1150

This approach to the computed average energy E$ and1151

|E‖| considers all the locales where S(v ≤ vI) 6= 0 with-1152

out specifying the lower limit of speed integration for1153

performing the average; this is desirable since such an1154

ab initio specification would imply knowing what sized1155

departures in curvature of f(v) in Fig 1 from that of1156

central region of the thermal core were or were not im-1157

portant. In the above approach the fractional error of1158

either E$ or |E‖| are algebraically equal.1159

9. OVERVIEW OF PROPERTIES OF |E‖| AND |E‖|1160

A broad overview of the derived data products is now1161

possible. Having clearly defined how |E‖| is defined1162

above, in the remainder E‖ is used.1163

9.1. Size distribution and organization of E‖ = |E‖|1164

The primary experimental observable of this new tech-1165

nique is the non-negative dimensionless scalar strength1166

of the parallel electric field, E‖ ≥ 0. As E‖ is the di-1167

rectly observed scalar quantity of this new method, it1168

does not require a very high angular precision determi-1169

nation of the total electric field E to project its par-1170

allel component along the magnetic field. The present1171

method has sidestepped trigonometry; this is essential1172

given the expected very small size of the wind’s ambipo-1173

lar E‖ ' 0.1nV/m that is 10 million times smaller than1174

1au MHD unipolar |E⊥| fields of ' O(2mV/m).1175

Fig 7 provides an inventory of all the observed occur-1176

rences of E‖ at the forward Lagrangian point during the1177

interval of 1995-1998 with bulk speeds ranging between1178

265-800kms. Its shape, mode, and mean depend on the1179

mixture of readings presented by the controlling factors1180

Figure 7. Four year survey of direct measurements of Dre-
icer’s dimensionless electric field, E‖, in the solar wind deter-
mined using a new technique developed for this paper demon-
strating that E‖ at temporal cadence of 96s is ubiquitously
strong at 1au using all 279,807 readings obtained over 4 years
between 1995-1998.

of wind states diagnosed during the 4 year interval. Un-11811182

equivocally the detected E‖ at 1au ranged between 0.251183

and 3.1. By extension E‖ in the solar wind at 1au is1184

demonstrated with these measurements to be strong,1185

since all exceed the upper threshold of E‖ > 0.05 where1186

a parallel electric field is known to be weak (cf Scudder1187

and Karimabadi (2013) and references there). The ob-1188

served range reported here is consistent with anecdotal1189

observations or inferences using radial pressure power1190

law estimates to infer spatial gradients (Scudder (1996),1191

Issautier et al. (1998), Scudder (2019a)) and arguments1192

from modeling (Lemaire and Scherer (1971), Landi and1193

Pantelinni (2003), Meyer-Vernet (2007), Scudder and1194

karimabadi (2013), Scudder (2019b)).1195

The two dimensional histogram of Fig 8 helps to give1196

a clearer picture of the four year statistics of the proba-1197

bility of occurrence of E‖(U) versus ambient wind speed1198

U. This format will be used several times in this pa-1199

per: the data are binned in two dimensions, with the1200

number of observations in the i’th row of the j’th col-1201

umn normalized by the peak number of observations in1202

the j’th column. When this normalization has occurred1203

the annotation COLN is placed in the lower left corner.1204

The color code in a given pixel is set by the logarithm1205

P of the probability of occurrence relative to its column1206

maximum. The logarithm of the probability P decreases1207

from yellow according to the colorbar, with increasingly1208

darker colors used for decreasing values. Blue diamonds1209

denote column averages of the observed row values in the1210

column and are often connected to suggest their vari-1211

ation with bulk speed (abscissa). All points of equal1212
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normalized probability across ordinate and abscissa are1213

circumscribed by the cyan contour at the one e-folding1214

level of Log10(e−1). The coordinates of the interior of1215

this contour define the 2-D space of high relative prob-1216

ability of occurrence, devoid of the over counting that1217

occurs for bins by just counting the number of observa-1218

tions across the grid.1219

In this figure the bulk speed is binned along the x1220

axis and the common logarithm of E‖ along y. The blue1221

curve connecting diamonds illustrates a steady, but weak1222

exponential growth of E‖ as the wind speed increases1223

between 275 and 750km/s as anticipated in Fig 1 of1224

Scudder (2019c). The substantial yellow width ∆E‖ of1225

this colored 2-D histogram, or equivalently of the cyan1226

contour, suggests that the bulk speed is not the only1227

predictor of the recorded size of E‖.1228

Figure 8. Common logarithm of the column normal-
ized (COLN) probability of occurrence of the dimensionless
|E‖(r⊕, U)| vs solar wind speed U(r⊕) showing positive cor-
relation at 1au.

1229

1230

However, the cyan contour in Fig 8 shows at the high-1231

est normalized probability across sampled solar wind1232

speeds that E‖ = O(1) is routinely large and increas-1233

ing across a wide range of wind speeds. This finding1234

is consistent with anecdotal inferences using power law1235

radial profile estimates to infer spatial gradients (Scud-1236

der (1996), Issautier et al. (1998), Scudder (2019a,c),1237

Halekas et al. (2020), and Maksimovic et al. (2020) ).1238

The new measurements presented in Fig 8 are strong1239

support for the SERM thesis Scudder (2019c), since1240

such recurrently strong E‖ contradict the central tenets1241

of various transport efforts that presume a perturbatively1242

weak E‖ < 0.05 (Scudder 2019b) and attempt to ex-1243

plain transport in that medium with perturbative mod-1244

ifications to local Maxwellians. SERM suggested strong1245

E‖ conditions were the cause of the puzzling ubiquity of1246

the lepto-kurtic electron eVDF’s (Scudder 2019c). The1247

generically required and now measured E‖ ' O(1) of the1248

wind insists that its physics cannot be recovered start-1249

ing from local Maxwellian eVDF’s that have always been1250

predicated on perturbatively small E‖.1251

9.2. Polarity/Size Distribution and Organization of E‖1252

The signed value of E‖ and its radial projection Er1253

(often reported from exospheric solutions) are deter-1254

mined by definitions, using the observed non-negative1255

3DP scalar E‖, and Eq 5 to determine the signed vector1256

1257

E‖ ≡ E‖b̂ = b̂
q‖

|q‖|
ED|E‖| (19)1258

without trigonometry. Thus, E‖ is fully determined af-1259

ter consulting concurrent determinations of the scalars1260

E‖, ED(ne, Te) together with measured values of the1261

signed parallel electron heat flux b̂ · qe. Trigonome-1262

try only enters when solving for the equivalent radial1263

electrostatic field: Er = E‖/b̂ · r̂.1264

The most probable size of E‖ determined by Wind1265

3DP observations is of the order of 0.12nV/m, as shown1266

in the histogram of all measurements of |E‖| depicted in1267

Fig 9.1268

Figure 9. Nearly log-normal distribution of |E‖| in nano-
Volts/m with modal size approximately 0.12nV/m, but rang-
ing between 0.007-1.9nV/m on rare occasions. Such deter-
minations are more than 10 million times weaker than the
unipolar electric field that moves charged particles across
field lines at 1au.

1269

1270

The variation of the normalized probability for observ-1271

ing |E‖(U)| with Wind solar wind speed, U, is shown in1272

Fig 10; for uniformity of interpretation this figure has1273

been made of Log10|E‖nV/m| vs U(km/s) from obser-1274

vations selected by Er(U) > 0 in a semi-logarithmic 2-D1275

histogram format .1276

Generally |E‖| is a decreasing function of increasing1277

solar wind speed; a similar pattern is observed (but not1278

shown) restricting the data to either Er < 0 or Er > 0.1279
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By contrast, the bulk speed dependence of E‖(U) shown1280

Figure 10. Bulk speed organization of probabil-
ity of detection implied by Wind-SERM observations of
Log|E‖(nV/m)|(U). The superposed blue connect-o-dot
curve joins the 80 vertical column averages. This curve (with
column variances indicated by the cyan flags) show the bulk
speed trend of the column mean. For reference the cyan
contour is the locus of probability e−1 throughout the 2-D
histogram.

1281

1282

above is nearly linear and rising in the semi-logarithmic1283

form of Fig 8, despite their common semi-logarithmic1284

formats.1285

Since the steady state solar wind is associated with1286

Er ≡
E‖

b̂ · r̂
> 0. (20)1287

the measured sign distribution of E‖ and Er from it are1288

of supporting interest to the validity of the observations.1289

The observed signs of E‖ shown in Figure 11 are nearly12901291

equally represented (44%-56%), while the distribution1292

of their radial projections, Er, are biased more than1293

3 : 1 in favor of positive sense: 76 vs 24%. Positive Er1294

would correspond, for example, to the sense expected1295

for the Unstructured Spherically Symmetric Solar Wind1296

(USSSW) expectations. An outward magnetic sector in1297

spherical coordinates has b̂ · r̂ < 1; for such conditions1298

E‖ < 0 is expected to correspond to Er > 0, producing1299

a force on electrons that is towards the sun along b̂. For1300

an inward sector Er > 0 requires E‖ > 0.1301

Because the method that extracts signed E‖ uses the1302

3DP electron heat flow sense along b̂, the preference of1303

Er to be positive is essentially the same frequency as1304

for the radial component of q‖ being outward for the1305

radial expansion. However, as is well known, on the 96s1306

spectrum resolution flux tubes can locally be oriented1307

so as to take coronal heat flux towards the sun when the1308

radial coordinate of a field line does not locally grow1309

monotonically with arc length.1310

Figure 11. Four year distributions of E‖ (indicated in
black) and the radial component of this parallel electric field
Er (in red) segregated by polarity relative to b̂ and r̂.

9.3. Reliability of Wind E‖ Determinations1311

For future use the precision and accuracy of the1312

present method’s determination of parallel electric fields1313

are needed: (i) the precision of the determination is1314

related to the reproducibility of the numeric value re-1315

ported; by contrast (ii) the accuracy seeks to quantify1316

the calibration of these reproducible numbers, to show1317

that these numbers are corroborated as the physical1318

quantity identified by the observer to be the cause of1319

the values reported.1320

9.3.1. Precision of E‖ and E‖1321

The probability distribution of the fractional spread1322

σ|E‖|
/|E‖| shown Fig 12 gives a statistical inventory of1323

the computed reproducibility-precision of E‖. Using all1324

observations across the 4 years of this study the his-1325

togram shows a log-normal distribution of the estimated1326

fractional precision of the E‖, with a mean value of1327

0.1± 0.03. It must be emphasized that the values used13281329

for Fig 12 come from evaluating two different formula-1330

tions (given in Eq 16) that have slightly different sys-1331

tematic defects; by construction their comparison de-1332

termines a numerical measure of the reproducibility of1333

E‖ for each 96s spectrum; it is not an off-hand, possibly1334

inaccurate, ad hoc surmise of this attribute.1335

Exceptional reproducibility could be the result of dom-1336

inating systematic error; to guard against this the com-1337

plementary tests for accuracy are needed. Throughout1338

the discussion below the reproducibility error of this1339

type is carried with each estimate of |E‖|. It is known,1340

but not shown that this error is systematically, but only1341

slightly smaller, in the slow wind rather than in the1342

faster wind with the 10% estimate a compromise be-1343
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Figure 12. Histogram showing the average precision of the
Wind determination of E‖ to be 10% using two separate es-
timates for each data determination via Eq 16.

tween these two extremes and its variance is an over1344

statement of the typical variation of that precision in1345

any given localized speed domain.1346

The accuracy and reproducibility of E‖ is essentially1347

that for E‖, provided the sense of the measured skew-1348

ness of the eVDF is not in question. Using Eq 19 and1349

ED’s definition argues that the reproducibility of E‖ is1350

essentially synonymous with that for E‖; the accuracy1351

of E‖ is degraded by the fractional accuracy of ne, Te1352

δE‖

E‖
'

√(
δE‖
E‖

)2

+

(
δne
ne

)2

+

(
δTe
Te

)2

(21)1353

Given the effort to constrain the 3DP moment evalua-1354

tions by cross-strapping them with those of the plasma1355

line documented in (Salem et al. 2003, 2022) the uncer-1356

tainties of E‖ overpower those residual fractional errors1357

arising from unpacking the direct E‖ measurement.1358

9.3.2. Accuracy of Wind E‖ Determinations1359

The experimental results of the above program will1360

now be inventoried for their accuracy in two different1361

ways: (i) assume that the electric field determinations1362

are independent of other simultaneous plasma and mag-1363

netic field observations and contrast the size of the elec-1364

tric fields with estimates theoretically expected to be1365

similar using simultaneously measured Wind 3DP mo-1366

ment data properties and the externally supplied radial1367

gradients needed. An alternate approach for an accuracy1368

test is to (ii) proceed by reductio ad absurdum: suppose1369

that the electric field measurements and all colocated1370

Wind 3DP electron moments are accurate and use the1371

approximate electron momentum equation to determine1372

the required electron pressure gradients that fulfill the1373

force balance. Contrasting these computed bulk speed1374

dependent gradients with recently published estimates1375

of these gradients from power law fits to radial pressure1376

profile should allow an assessment of possible inconsis-1377

tencies or confirmation of the accuracy of E‖ determi-1378

nations reported here.1379

10. THE PROGRAM FOR AN INVENTORY OF1380

WIND E‖ ACCURACY1381

Allowing for pressure anisotropy Ae ≡ Pe‖/Pe⊥, the1382

leading order terms in the Generalized Ohm’s Law sim-1383

plify for a gyrotropic electron pressure tensor Pe to give1384

an explicit plasma recipe that should approximate the1385

dimensionless E‖:1386

|E‖| '
|KPe

|
2
≡ 3λmfp|b̂ · ∇ · Pe|

2TrPe
≡ λmfp

2L‖
1

L‖
=

3Te‖

rTe

∣∣∣∣[εPe‖r
+

1−Ae
Ae

εBr

]
b̂ · r̂

∣∣∣∣ , (22)1387

where Eq 52 has been used and a pressure Knudsen num-1388

ber KPe introduced. Eq 22 specifies the relevant length1389

scale L‖ for the sense in which this plasma recipe for E‖1390

is synonymous with half the mean free path for coulomb1391

scattering divided by a scale length along the magnetic1392

field.1393

The quantities εχ,r may be thought of as the (negative1394

or inverse of the) local radial power law exponent of χ1395

at r:1396

εχr = −dlnχ
dlnr

. (23)1397

The sign of εχr is positive when χ decreases with increas-1398

ing r (as with most spherically symmetric wind profiles),1399

and negative when increasing with increasing r.1400

Since L‖ is determined by εχr, Ae, and Te it is not1401

a strong function of the solar wind bulk speed. Appar-1402

ently the bulk speed variation of E‖ is controlled by that1403

of λmfp; it in turn is dominated by the inverse density1404

dependence with only weak input from Te(U). The ten-1405

dency for mass conservation at 1au then implies that1406

E‖(U) should be an increasing function of bulk speed1407

with a slope that depends on magnetic geometries. The1408

general behavior of E‖(U) in Fig 8 may have this as its1409

explanation.1410

After exploiting the definition of E‖, Eq 22 provides1411

the theoretical expectation, Γ‖ using only plasma vari-1412

ables for the signed parallel electric field at 1au:1413

E‖ 'Γ‖ ≡
kBTe‖

er⊕

[
εPe‖r

+
1−Ae
Ae

ε|B|r

]
b̂ · r̂

Er 'Γr ≡
kBTe‖

er⊕

[
εPer +

1−Ae
Ae

ε|B|r

]
,

(24)1414
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where Er ≡ E‖/(b̂ · r̂) is the required and larger ra-1415

dial electrostatic field usually reported from exospheric1416

models: |Er| ≥ |E‖|.1417

Symbolically the first type of corroborations of the1418

accuracy of Wind parallel electric field determinations1419

involve contrasting balances of the form1420

E‖ '|KPe
|∗/2

E‖ 'Γ∗‖
(25)1421

with independent measurements for each spectrum used1422

on the two sides of this expression and needed gradients1423

approximated (∗) by necessary, but previously known so-1424

lar wind observations. Notationally the asterisk super-1425

script reminds the reader that gradient approximations1426

have been made.1427

The second approach tests accuracy via the reduction1428

ad absurdum method: assume the signed parallel elec-1429

tric field and the structure of Eq 25 are theoretically1430

complete for this purpose. Under this assumption the1431

dominant (unmeasured) gradients may be computed by1432

enforcing the equality of the theoretical equations. How-1433

ever, the single point gradients computed in this way1434

rely on the accuracy of all experimental inputs for E‖,1435

Te and its anisotropy Ae. The assay of the total in-1436

tegrity of this accuracy comparison at 1au rests on veri-1437

fying the hypothesis that the inferred εχr are consistent1438

with the recently published information about gradients1439

of electron thermal properties as a function of solar wind1440

speed (e.g Maksimovic et al. 2020) and the theoretical1441

work that explained their occurrence (Meyer-Vernet &1442

Issautier, 1998).1443

Both techniques use empirical inventories of electron1444

gradients: approach (i) presumes they are adequate for1445

all data used; method (ii) will be shown to be able to1446

recover previously reported profiles εPer when it oper-1447

ates on a specific subset of the Wind data characterized1448

by scales known to allow for Unstructured Spherically1449

Symmetric Solar Wind (USSSW) solutions (cf Fig 18,1450

19, 22).1451

Enroute it is shown that there are other pressure gra-1452

dients in the 4 year Wind data set that are not compat-1453

ible with the relatively recent determinations of wind1454

gradients inferred by fitting power law profiles to radi-1455

ally accumulated data sets (e.g. Maksimovic et al 2020,1456

Halekas et al, 2020). Structures with gradient scales as1457

small as 0.01au with negative and positive power law1458

exponents are documented to occur in the Wind data1459

set that are outside the set of USSSW solutions having1460

scales O(1)au. Short scaled pressure ridges with nega-1461

tive local radial power law exponents are also commonly1462

seen in the Wind data set.1463

These short scale pressure gradient structures com-1464

plicate the accuracy of Wind data comparisons shown1465

with method (i) (in Figures 14 and 16 below). Filtering1466

such short scaled structures out of the data set permits1467

a proper documentation of E‖ accuracy by showing for1468

a subset of Wind measurements (ii) that the measured1469

E‖ can determine the best known bulk speed tabulation1470

of electron pressure and temperature gradients that are1471

also consistent with published bulk speed dependence of1472

electron Te gradients determined by least squares fits to1473

power laws previously published.1474

External Gradients as Function of Bulk Speed:
Evaluating the expanded form of KPe in Eq 22 and1475

24 requires empirical knowledge of the coefficients ε∗X‖,1476

including gradients of the magnetic field strength that1477

enter when the electrons become anisotropic.1478

To establish expectations only for the likely local size1479

of E‖ and E‖ we have estimated εTer from a recent data1480

collection of the bulk speed variation of εTer(U) shown in1481

Fig 13; each estimate shown was determined from radial1482

power law fits to Te(r) using Helios, Voyager, Ulysses,1483

and Parker Solar Probe data (Maksimovic et al. 2020).1484

These data have been modeled in this paper by fitting1485

them with the ad hoc form1486

εTer(U) ' 0.13 + 0.27(450kms/U)1.6 (26)1487

shown by the blue curve in Fig 13; the yellow region in1488

this figure bounds all reported error bars of these power1489

law estimates by fits, and is used for comparisons in the1490

reductio ad absurdum approach for accuracy below, and1491

as a proxy when needed for quantities like K∗Pe
of Γ∗1492

below.1493

The additional relations needed at 1au to determine1494

the expectations for the radial power law exponents of1495

the Pe profile have the forms1496

εPer 'εTer + εnr

εnr(U) ≡2 + .001(U(kms)− 300),
(27)1497

where the indicated empirical summary of bulk speed1498

dependence at 1au of εnr is determined from Helios data1499

analysis.1500

As shown in Eq 24 ε|B|r is also required. The Parker1501

spiral form for the magnetic field determines this bulk1502

speed dependent variation at 1au:1503

ε|B|r ≡ 2 +
[−1 + εUr(U)]Ω2r2

⊕
U2 + Ω2r2

⊕
. (28)1504

The recent Te gradient summaries of Fig 13 model the15051506

observed solar wind variation as a single radial power1507

law using data intervals of O(0.5)au, assuming spher-1508

ically symmetric wind profiles with temperature scale1509
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Figure 13. Empirical variations of εTe(U) reported from
Helios and Ulysses (crosses) versus solar wind speed U, with
blue curve showing the fitted expression in Eq 27. Yellow
band embraces essentially all error bars reported (Maksi-
movic et al. 2020) about the modeled profile.

lengths of L ' 1au/εTer > 1au. By the simplicity of1510

the model such fits suppress structures in the wind that1511

do not occur with scales comparable to or below the ra-1512

dial scale transited. For the entire 4 year Wind data1513

set a wide variety of dynamical situations are encoun-1514

tered so that this idealized expectation is almost certainly1515

not generally true for every 96s Wind data point that1516

only contains information integrated over a length at1517

400km/s in the plasma 0.00027au long. This fact shows1518

that the spatial minutiae in the Wind data set is richer1519

than can possibly be inventoried by the radial profile fit-1520

ting approach to data that typically span 0.5au or more.1521

The Wind results include steeper gradients than allowed1522

by pressure gradient fits to such radially distended pro-1523

files. (cf Fig 17).1524

11. ACCURACY VERIFICATION: TYPE IA1525

The observed time variability of1526

1

2
K∗Pe(Te(t), ne(t),Ae(t), ε∗χ(U(t)), b̂(t) · r̂) (29)1527

produced by over a quarter million observations are al-1528

lowed to determine an 2-D histogram overview in Fig1529

14 for |K∗Pe
(U)|/2 versus U . The closed cyan contour1530

superposed on the colored histogram encloses the crown1531

(1 e-folding down) of this Knudsen probability surface,1532

providing a visual idea of the locales across bulk speeds1533

of highest column normalized probability. The red di-1534

amonds joined by a cyan curve connect the peak prob-1535

abilities determined in each speed column across bulk1536

speed columns. Additionally a picture of the crown1537

of the E‖(U) surface (shown in Fig 8) is rescaled to1538

the present histogram’s vertical scale (Fig 14) and in-1539

dicated by the tight green closed contour, surrounding1540

its maximum probability region. Green (unconnected)1541

diamonds within the crown show the locus of peak prob-1542

ability for E‖ across U using the same data for the newly1543

dimensionless electric field.1544

Although the loci of peaks for |K∗Pe
|/2 and E‖ do not1545

lie precisely on top of one another, the 4 year crown1546

of E‖ data does lie within the crown made describing1547

the high points of the surface for |K∗Pe
|/2. This overlay1548

Figure 14. Superposed epoch 2D histogram of the 4 year
column normalized probability for observing K∗Pe‖

(U)/2.
Red dots connected by cyan curve join the adjacent column
mean values of K∗Pe‖

(U)/2. The cyan contour curve encloses

crown e−1 down from the peak probability across the entire
K∗Pe‖

(U)/2 surface. The green diamonds with black diamond

inlays show the superposed epoch variation of E‖(U) using
Wind 3DP data transferred from the blue dots in Fig 8.
Green contour curve reflects the e-folding area of E‖ as al-
ready shown in Fig 8. Close inspection shows that almost
all E‖ diamonds and their error bars are within the e-folding
cyan curve for KPe‖ ∗ /2.

1549

1550

shows that there are places in the frequently encoun-1551

tered |K∗Pe|/2(U)| that are commensurate with mean1552

values of E‖(U) (except at low speeds to which we re-1553

turn below). The red mean values for |K∗Pe
(U)|/2 are1554

more closely near those for E‖(U) at higher bulk speeds1555

than lower ones. The bare minimum conclusion is that1556

|K∗Pe(U)|/2 is not precisely |E‖(U) when inventorying1557

the entire 4 year solar wind data set and simultane-1558

ously assuming∗ every spectrum occurred with typical so-1559

lar wind gradients∗ that suppose unstructured spherically1560

symmetric solar wind (USSSW) conditions.1561

While the 2-D histogram for |K∗Pe(U)|/2 in Fig 14 has1562

a much broader vertical spread than E‖(U) (cf Fig 8), the1563

reduced histogram in Fig 15 for all estimates of |K∗Pe|/21564

(red) (regardless of U) has a most frequently occurring1565

value very nearly that for E‖(U) shown in blue. De-15661567

spite its augmented half-width, the mode of K∗Pe‖
/2 is1568

essentially synonymous with the mode for the blue E‖1569
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Figure 15. Comparison of 4 year probabilities of E‖ (blue)
and |KPe|∗/2(red). While widths are different for reasons
discussed in text, the nearly perfect alignment of the modes
suggests the circumstances for which εX were adapted dom-
inate the observations reported here, and that the measured
E‖ are consistent with expectations and the size suggested
by the RHS of Eq 22.

histogram. Given |K∗Pe|’s disparate sensitivity to under-1570

lying suspicious assumptions∗ about gradient scales, the1571

line up of their respective modes suggest that these two1572

quantities are most frequently of similar sizes, but again1573

that they are not so for all readings.1574

12. ACCURACY VERIFICATION: TYPE IB1575

The dimensional form of the Generalized Ohm’s law of1576

Eq 30 relates the signed parallel electric field to gradients1577

in a way that makes the bulk speed trend of E‖ in Fig 161578

very suggestive:1579

E‖ 'Γ∗‖

≡
kTe‖

er

[
εPe‖,r −

(
1−Ae−1

)
εB r

]
b̂ · r̂

(30)1580

Given the observed weak bulk speed dependence of Te(U)1581

and b̂ · r̂ bulk speed, the variation of E‖(U) shown in1582

Fig 16 is likely a direct reflection of the bulk speed orga-1583

nization of the gradients represented by the εχ‖. As in-1584

dicated in Fig 13 the expected radial profile for εPer(U)1585

will show an increase below 400km/s, as this comparison1586

would suggest would be required to balance E‖ ' Γ‖ in1587

Eq (27). While this hint has merit, this is just part of1588

this evolving puzzle.1589

The variation of the Wind 3DP determinations for1590

the columnar means of |E‖(U)| are reproduced in Fig 161591

for the purpose of superposing 2-D histogram’s surface1592

properties for Γ∗‖. The connected blue diamonds are the1593

column averages for the observed |E‖(Er > 0)| with its1594

surrounding cyan crown of the probability surface of oc-1595

currence. The red connected diamonds reflect the locus1596

of U binned average values of Γ∗‖(U); they are enveloped1597

by the red-white-blue (rwb) crown transferred from Fig1598

14.1599

Figure 16. Blue diamonds are U bin averages for |E‖|
enclosed by cyan e-folding contour. Red diamonds are the
bin averages for |Γ∗‖| eveloped in its white-red-blue e-folding
contour. Blue electric field points are mostly within the Γ∗‖
crown, but at low speeds disagree. At low speeds plasma
of Knudsen based estimate mean values are outside the |E‖|
high probability crown.

1600

1601

Despite the external gradient approximations needed1602

to form Γ∗‖(U), five important features of this compari-1603

son are notable:1604

(1) the interior of the |E‖(U)| cyan crown is in almost1605

all places inside the broader |Γ∗‖(U)| rwb crown; con-1606

versely parts of the Γ∗‖ crown and red dots are well below1607

the |E‖(U)| cyan crown;1608

(2) the 80 binned mean values (blue dots) for |E‖| are1609

almost entirely within the |Γ∗‖(U)| ;1610

(3) the wider crown of |Γ∗‖(U)| surface and point (1)1611

suggest that not every contributing data point fulfills the1612

assumptions made for the evaluation of Γ∗‖;1613

(4) however, a large number fraction of the electric field -1614

plasma comparisons that determine the separate crowns1615

shown would appear to be consistent with the expected1616

equality motivated by the leading order terms of the Gen-1617

eralized Ohm’s Law, Eq 30; this support is better at1618

higher rather than lower speeds1619

(5) given the strong dependence of |Γ∗‖| on the gradients,1620

the details of overlap of probability crowns appears to1621

suggest either (i) that the assumed pressure gradients1622

needed to compute Γ∗‖ were assumed too small at low1623

speeds, and a little too strong between 500-600km/s, or1624

(ii) conclusions from these comparisons may be compro-1625

mised if all the data used are not equally compatible1626

with the gradients ε∗χr assumed prior to making the al-1627

gebraic comparison.1628

The general concern about the appropriateness of the1629

assumed solar wind gradients for all data collected in the1630
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solar wind will be explored next as the possible cause of1631

the visual disagreements of Fig 16.1632

13. SINGLE RADIUS DETERMINATIONS OF1633

GRADIENTS1634

Another approach to evaluating the accuracy of E‖1635

and E‖ is a form of reductio ad absurdum: assume the1636

approximate Generalized Ohm’s Law is correct, and use1637

it to infer the required electron 1au pressure and tem-1638

perature gradients. Comparisons of these estimates with1639

the reported bulk speed dependence of temperature gra-1640

dients determined by single power law fits, may produce1641

more secure confirmation or contradiction of the accu-1642

racy of the single point gradients from the Wind 3DP1643

E‖ determinations.1644

It should be self evident that the logic of this approach1645

to verification presumes the data sets used are char-1646

acterizing, or are screened, to examine the same class1647

of plasmas and diagnosing them with measurement ap-1648

proaches with comparable spatial and temporal Nyquist1649

conditions. More precisely, different techniques when ex-1650

amined carefully have different limitations, even though1651

they both are said to be charactering solar wind plasma1652

properties at 1au!1653

Since Wind 3DP data at the forward Lagrangian1654

point does not determine radial power law gradients1655

by collecting data while the spacecraft moves in ra-1656

dius, this issue of comparability is of concern. This is1657

not trivially redressed since the literature’s method for1658

gradient from fits to radial power laws uses data col-1659

lected over time and space, while the present paper’s1660

technique determines gradients from a single snapshot1661

in time and at a single location in space using a map of1662

the three dimensional eVDF. Alternately, it is not clear1663

that using any and all data in the solar wind with the1664

Wind 3DP approach are equally able to provide infor-1665

mation about the long wavelength biased profiles that1666

would be determined by fitting a single power law to ra-1667

dially separated data. The above considerations could1668

be consolidated into the concept of the aliasing charac-1669

teristics of the two techniques. As shown below, ensuring1670

this comparability leads to the desired corroboration, but1671

not before.1672

Still more complicated is the sea of pressure ridge1673

structures in the solar wind; they have a wide variety1674

of scales and signs of local power law exponents. How1675

does the usual power law gradient fitting process ne-1676

glect, weight, ignore or otherwise digest conflicting gra-1677

dient signs in the data it is asked to fit? How does data1678

binning and a profile’s radial extent shape the reported1679

power law exponent? If the sea of structured pressure1680

signals are organized they are not well assumed to be1681

Gaussian random noise, as presumed in the usual least1682

squares procedures. In turn this implies that the re-1683

turned fit is not the beneficiary of Gauss and Legen-1684

dre’s ingenuity that insulates the user from truly ran-1685

dom Gaussian noise. What do such fits mean and what1686

systematic effects do they retain in their numerical val-1687

ues?1688

13.1. Overview All Data 1995-19981689

Every Wind eVDF algebraically determines a local1690

power law exponent using Eq 30:1691

εPe‖,r '
erEr
kTe‖

+
(
1−Ae−1

)
ε∗Br. (31)1692

Using all 4 years of these Wind estimates allows a sweep-1693

ing view in Fig 17 of the column normalized probability1694

of occurrence, size and sign(!) of pressure exponents of1695

the electron pressure ridges (of the parallel eigenvalue1696

of the pressure tensor) traversed as the sampled wind1697

speed changes. It is important to reemphasize that these1698

column normalized probabilities are insulated from the1699

unavoidable non-uniformity of Wind sampling with so-1700

lar wind speed.17011702

In Fig 17 the inferred size of the electron parallel pres-1703

sure exponents span the interval of −10 ≤ εPe‖r
≤ 10;1704

the horizontal axis is solar wind speed. The yellow hor-1705

izontal thin line corresponds to isobaric plasmas, with1706

zero exponent, a regime inconsistent with a spherically1707

symmetric wind solution. The black horizontal line at1708

εPe‖r
= 2 corresponds to a spherically symmetric pres-1709

sure profile that has an isothermal temperature profile1710

- a plasma with infinite scale for temperature variation,1711

but finite scale for pressure variation. All larger positive1712

values of εPe‖ > 2 correspond to outward decreasing,1713

ever steeper temperature profiles than the flat isother-1714

mal temperature profile and ones compatible with near1715

inverse square density profiles. They have radial pres-1716

sure scale lengths in au of L(au) ' 1/εPe‖r.1717

Considering the range of Unstructured Spherically1718

Symmetric Solar Wind solutions available the electron1719

temperature profiles near 1au might have inverse ex-1720

ponents between 0 and 1.33, so that pressure profiles1721

for this type of modeled wind would be found be-1722

tween or near the interval of exponents in the range1723

2 ≤ εPe‖r ≤ 3.33. If the wind at 1au is still accelerating1724

the upper limit on the pressure exponent might be as1725

high as 4.0.1726

Considerable information about this 4 year data set1727

may be gleaned from the colored histogram of probabil-1728

ity of occurrence of over a quarter million point determi-1729

nations of local electron pressure power law exponents1730

in Fig 17:1731
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Figure 17. Visualization of the column normalized prob-
ability of occurrence of inverse pressure gradient exponents
εPe,‖(U) from which scale lengths L(U) ' 1au/εPe,‖ as a
function of solar wind speed, U may be estimated. Most
frequently occurring estimates at all wind speeds are at or
just above εPe‖r

(U) ' 2 indicated in bright yellow. Yellow
line: corresponds to flat pressure profiles with infinite radial
scales, not a location that would typify a spherically sym-
metric solar wind sample. Black line: at εPe‖r

(U) = 2, a
nearly isothermal spherically symmetric wind at its asymp-
totic speed would be identified. All unstructured spheri-
cally symmetric wind (USSW) profiles should possess 2 ≤
εPe‖r

(U) ' 4, making ' 4|εPe‖r
‖ and εPe‖r ≤ 0 observations

inconsistent with USSW.

(1) over 4 years there is virtually no inferred column nor-1732

malized probability (cf Fig 18 as well) for finding these1733

pressure exponents in a very dark band centered on 01734

(especially in the most heavily mapped bulk speed states1735

U < 600 of this data set). Since Eq 31 algebraically1736

permits such near zero exponents, the measured E‖ is1737

not too small by factors of 2 by this consideration alone.1738

This is physically consistent with the solar wind not ever1739

being isobaric.1740

(2) taken at face value there is measurable probability at1741

negative as well as positive exponents εPe‖r
(U) in all the1742

different bulk speed columns surveyed. Given (1) this1743

result cannot be explained by an incorrect zero point on1744

the scale that determines E‖. This time averaged prob-1745

ability map of the solar wind generally contains sharp1746

pressure ridges that are locally both decreasing and in-1747

creasing with increasing radius. The probabilistic na-1748

ture of this picture does not require simultaneous pos-1749

itive and negative exponent readings in the same bulk1750

speed column. Minimally it requires that such different1751

sensed gradients in the same flow speeds to be recorded1752

at different times.1753

(3) There is an asymmetric ordinate pattern in Fig 17:1754

at all speeds the maximum column normalized (yellow)1755

probability (across both signs of exponent) decidedly1756

favors. positive εPe‖ > 1. As resolved below in Fig1757

18 this peak is very sharp with a most probable value1758

just above 2, with over a quarter of a million points in1759

the histogram. This finding is consistent with very fre-1760

quent, but not exclusive, Wind-SERM detection of pres-1761

sure scales of the size usually modeled as Unstructured1762

Spherically Symmetric Solar Wind (USSSW), character-1763

ized by a generally falling pressure and temperature with1764

increasing radius, corresponding to positive exponents1765

εPe‖r ' 2 as is seen in Fig 17. Thus, the Wind-SERM E‖1766

measurements outlined in this paper have identified those1767

eVDF spectra that can infer pressure gradients consis-1768

tent with being Unstructured Spherically Symmetric So-1769

lar Wind solutions (USSSW)!1770

(4) In the lower speeds the finite probabilities of the1771

orange-red - green colored regions in Fig 17 extend1772

to exponents with magnitudes beyond the colored his-1773

togram’s ordinate bound; even at these bounds of this1774

figure the pressure gradient scales are more than 5 times1775

steeper than that implied by the minimum (isothermal)1776

exponent of 2 for spherically symmetric isothermal wind1777

(cf Fig 18 for even shorter scales). This enhanced width1778

of probability at shorter scales quickly narrows as the1779

column’s wind speed increases, reaching a lower and1780

fairly steady breadth above 450km/s. This morphology1781

is consistent with the short scales being preferentially1782

detected in corotational pressure ridges, predominantly1783

possible at 1au below the wind’s corotational speed at1784

earth U < 450km/s.1785

(5) The probability for |εPe‖r| for these short scale gra-1786

dients of both signs appears to cascade towards longer1787

scales (smaller magnitude exponents) as U increases,1788

consistent with the expected absence of corotational sig-1789

natures above 450km/s at 1au.1790

(6) The dominant scale for negative εPe‖r is 2-3 times1791

shorter that the dominant scale for spherical wind like1792

solutions, having exponents of -4 to -10.1793

13.2. Occurrence of εPe‖ < 0 and εPe‖ > 01794

1795

Another view of these findings is produced by mak-1796

ing separate cumulative histograms of the occurrence1797

of scales first sorted by exponent signs, and then binned1798

logarithmically in |εPe‖r
|. These results are shown in Fig1799
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18 by three superposed histograms: (i) black: all posi-1800

tive exponents; (ii) red: all negative exponents and (iii)1801

blue: the difference of all positive-negative histograms at1802

the same scaled pressure exponents. These histograms1803

Figure 18. Cumulative histograms over all solar wind
speeds of occurrence of Pe exponents seen in fig 17 after
first segregating by sign. Note very high preference (in black
(all), blue (restricted)) for positive exponents with mode just
above 2. See text for fuller discussion.

1804

1805

show how well these determinations:1806

(i) prefer values in excess of 2-3 where the blue curve1807

for all positive less negative exponents has its sharpest1808

most probable value.1809

(ii) the peak of the negative gradient events definitely oc-1810

cur at sharper scales than those with exponent 2, (more1811

like 6 to 7), corresponding to parallel scale lengths 3-1812

3.5 times shorter (' 0.1au) than the pressure gradient1813

scales of more typical spherical wind models;1814

(iii) at the strongest gradients of both signs (red and1815

black histograms) the occurrence frequencies seem to1816

be matched above |εPe‖ | ' 70 a regime (' 0.01au), well1817

above the range shown in Fig 17. These structures would1818

have scales nearing the correlation length in the inter-1819

planetary magnetic field at 1au (Burlaga, 1995).1820

By subtracting red from black histograms (when war-1821

ranted) the underlying blue peak suggests (iv) the so-1822

lar wind sampled is a system dominated by scales more1823

sharply centered about +2 than the broader original1824

black curve of all positive exponent readings. This1825

suggestion of more frequent USSSW structures within1826

all structures does not exclude the occurrence of not1827

USSSW morphology.1828

Treating all the quantities across columns of the 2-D1829

histogram in Fig 18 produces a cumulative picture of the1830

probability in time of events, seeming to suggest that the1831

cause of sharp short scales (large |εPe‖ |) is superposed1832

on the more frequent dominant USSSW occurrence of1833

longer scales with smaller 1 < εPe‖ < 6. This is con-1834

sistent with the solar wind profiles that are generally1835

expected to be present between pressure exponents be-1836

tween (2− 4), contributing their dominant scales to the1837

mix in the 96s data. However, this general expectation is1838

observed intermingled with other structures possessing1839

shorter scales.1840

Clearly, fitting a single exponent power law to He-1841

lios data collected over 0.29 < r < 1au cannot in-1842

fer these short scales even when traversed. Conversely,1843

the Wind-SERM approach that balances E‖ on a 96s1844

timescale is strongly influenced when it traverses the1845

stronger electric fields associated with the shorter scales1846

in any data series it processes. This reality makes the1847

Wind-SERM electric field measurements as a set open to1848

different interpretations than possible when fitting long1849

time series to a single radial power law - even when1850

both analyses sample the same plasma volume. Among1851

these differences will be the range of parallel electric1852

field strengths reported that will be larger for the Wind-1853

SERM methodology than reported by profiles from gra-1854

dient fit estimates.1855

14. REDUCTIO AD ABSURDUM FOR SERM’S E ‖1856

DETERMINATIONS1857

The hypothesis that short scale strong E‖ detection1858

would interfere with all the E‖ data being corroborated1859

by estimates via Γ∗‖ or K∗Pe‖
/2 in Fig 14 and 16, sug-1860

gests that culling all data based on their single point1861

value estimates of εPe‖r
(using the blue high probability1862

region of Fig 18) would produce a fairer comparison with1863

the (USSSW) biases of published radial power law fits1864

to the electron temperature in Fig 13. The likelihood1865

for improvement of correspondence is high for two rea-1866

sons: (i) power law fits to radial profiles of Te(r, t) tend1867

to be made to binned data in r for data that spans a1868

significant range (' 0.5au) in Logr to obtain an accept-1869

ably ranked power law fit. Single power law modeling is1870

incapable of simultaneously inferring scales short com-1871

pared to the interval of space traversed; further more,1872

it is not assured of properly averaging out the signals1873

that shorter scale data contribute to the fit; (ii) by edit-1874

ing the higher cadence Wind data to only retain those1875

single point gradients observations with pressure expo-1876

nents within the peak of the blue histogram in Fig 181877

there is still a fairly wide range of exponents allowed in1878

the bulk speed windowed histogram, while still having1879

a high level of overdetermination at narrow,well defined1880

solar wind speed buckets.1881

The blue histogram in Fig 18 suggests choosing a re-1882

stricted exponent range like 1.5 < εPe‖ < 10 for admit-1883

ting 96s data to obtain wind profile gradient estimates.1884
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This filtering approach reduces the size of the 4 year1885

data set by only accepting points generally more com-1886

patible with USSSW concepts than the unedited 4 year1887

data set. Proceding with these restricted data determine1888

overdetermined average values for < εPe‖(U) > in nar-1889

row Wind speed buckets that cover the observed range1890

of wind speeds.1891

15. SERM E‖ DETERMINES STRUCTURELESS1892

SOLAR WIND GRADIENTS1893

The form of Eq 30 is equivalent to a simple linear equa-1894

tion for the i’th 96s eVDF involving their logarithms:1895

lnYi =Mi + lnXi
Yi =erEr(i) + kTe‖(i)

(
1−A−1

e (i))
)
ε∗Br(i)

Xi =kTe‖(i)

Mi =lnεPe‖r
(i)

(32)1896

as algebraically equivalent to1897

εPe‖r
(i) =

Yi
Xi

(33)1898

The form of Eq 32 is appropriate for Gauss-Legendre1899

fitting/averaging method since Er and Te‖ have both1900

been shown to be log normally distributed.1901

To improve the determination of a suitable best natu-1902

ral log of the positive gradient for the speed bin, M i(U j),1903

within a j’th speed interval about U j , consider it being1904

overdetermined by the Nj spectra, ij = {1, ...Nj} whose1905

bulk speeds are in the j’th speed window and admiss-1906

able from the blue difference histogram of Fig 18. We1907

desire the best Least Squares fit solution M j(U j) for1908

LogYij = M j(U j) + LogXij (34)1909

where the indices i of the j’th bulk speed buckets are1910

denoted by ij = {1, ...Nj}. The optimal least squares1911

answer is1912

εPe‖r
(U)j = exp<Mi>ij , (35)1913

where < ... >ij denotes the mean value over the Nj i1914

entries ij in the j’th speed interval:1915

< Mi >ij=
1

Nj
Σ
Nj

i=1ln[εPe‖r
(i)]

=ln
[
Π
Nj

i=1εPe‖r
(i)
]1/Nj

,

(36)1916

that is the natural logarithm of the geometric mean of1917

the single point estimates in the j’th speed bucket. This1918

is the same result as averaging the initial formula in1919

Eq 32, assuming the deviations from the logarithms are1920

Gaussian. The overdeterminancy of these conditions in-1921

volves Nj ' 2000 (except at the highest speeds) for a1922

nearly constant bulk speed window, providing unusual1923

clarity of possible bulk speed dependence and strong er-1924

ror reduction. This situations should be contrasted with1925

radial pressure profile fitting that must also deduce argue1926

and defend that the observed data points acquired at dif-1927

ferent radial positions are nearly on the same streamline1928

labeled by U(1au) at 1au where the observations were1929

not acquired (cf Maksimovic et al., 2020 for discussion1930

or this style of organization).1931

The input uncertainty of εPe‖r(U)j is indicated by the1932

red flags in Fig 19. These values were determined by1933

δεPe‖r
(U)j =

√√√√Σi,k,m

[
exp<Mij ,k,m> − εPe‖r

(U)j

]2
100Nj

Mij ,k,m ≡ln
[Yij +Gm∆Yij
Xij +Gk∆Xij

]
,

(37)

1934

where ∆Yij and ∆Xij are the changes caused by mod-1935

ifying E‖ij
and Te‖ij by their respective precisions and1936

Gx is the x’th of 100 numbers drawn from independent1937

unit variance Gaussian random generators.1938

To obtain total pressure or total temperature gradi-1939

ents from εPe‖r
the relationship (cf Eq 63)1940

εPer = εPe‖r
− 2Uβ

Ae(Ae + 2)
εUr (38)1941

between εPe‖r
and εPer is required, where β defined as1942

β =
dAe
dU
' 8.8± 1.2× 10−4 sec

km
(39)1943

was determined by noting that the observed electron1944

anisotropy varies approximately linearly with the bulk1945

speed ( eq 65 ) and enters the analysis when evaluating1946

dAe
dr
' β dU

dr
. (40)1947

The results in 76 speed intervals from the Generalized1948

Ohms law yield estimates for εPe‖r(U) are shown in Fig1949

19, together with their related gradient εPer determined1950

from Eq 38. The black dotted curves that flank a black19511952

dashed curve indicate the expected variation of the elec-1953

tron total pressure gradient based on empirical Te power1954

law fits (illustrated in Fig 13) at different speeds in the1955

solar wind (Maksimovic et al., 2020). Although the Fig1956

13 empirical data determined εTer directly, the curved1957

black dotted region in Fig 19 is deformed to account1958

for spherically symmetric implied pressure variations ac-1959

cording to1960

lnPe(U) ≡lnkTe(U) + lnne(U)

lnPe(U) =lnkTe(U) + lnC − lnU − 2lnr

εPer(U) =εTer(U) + 2− εUr(U).

(41)1961
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Figure 19. Blacked dotted region: expectation for εPer

from measured power law Te profiles collated in Maksimovic
2020; mean trend shown by dashed black curve. Blue di-
amonds with red error bars reflect the size of εPe‖r

using
SERM motivated E‖ developed in this paper. Red diamonds
with cyan error bars reflect the larger total pressure gradi-
ents using Eq 38, εPer, based on the SERM motivated E‖.
Red curve is the expected bulk speed dependence of the to-
tal pressure based in fit in Fig 20. Green ramp with black
dashes superposed indicates the estimated contribution total
pressure gradient including the residual acceleration of the
wind beyond 1au, implied by the height of the triangular
ramp above horizontal at the bottom of the graph.

The upper locus from the Wind-SERM approach of1962

this paper for the full electron pressure gradient is1963

fully within the deformed expectation (two black dotted1964

guard band curves) based on Maksimovic et al (2020)1965

empirical collections of power law fits for εTer. The up-1966

per row of Wind-SERM data diamonds represents minor1967

corrections to the lower Wind-SERM trace directly ob-1968

tained by using E‖ and the Generalized Ohm’s Law.1969

By contrast, Maksimovic’s suggested temperature gra-1970

dients and simple inverse squared corrected pressure gra-1971

dients were also corrected for the residual acceleration1972

effects that make the density gradient at higher speeds1973

fall off faster than inverse square. The green ramp (with1974

black dashes) in Fig 19 shows this sizable contribution1975

to the indirectly inferred pressure gradients implied by1976

our Helios estimates of this acceleration effect at high1977

speeds.1978

The Wind-SERM electric field determination of the1979

pressure gradients do not differentiate between temper-1980

ature or density variations as to their cause and at the1981

present level of approximation do not require any mod-1982

ification for the presence or absence of the wind’s accel-1983

eration; the parallel electric field reflects whatever ac-1984

celeration has occurred that modifies the steady density1985

profile.1986

Despite this, the Wind-SERM electric field estimates1987

of εPer(U) are clearly compatible with the deformed ex-1988

tensions of the Maksimovic profiles that needed the ac-1989

celeration modification. The Wind-SERM Maksimovic1990

et al. (2020) comparison clearly oscillates about the1991

mean prediction (black dashed curve) implied by the fit-1992

ted bulk speed dependence (Eq 13) of the electron power1993

law data of Maksimovic et al. (2020), while indirectly1994

authenticating the model of the acceleration incorpo-1995

rated from unpublished Helios analysis.1996

Unfolding the acceleration and density gradient from1997

the Wind-SERM electric field determination of the pres-1998

sure gradient, εPer, in Fig 19 it is now possible to show in1999

Fig 20 the implied, measured bulk speed dependence of2000

solar wind electron temperature gradient, εTer(U). This2001

procedure allows the ultimate comparison with the di-2002

rectly comparable (dashed black curve with dotted black2003

curve guardbands) profile most recently assembled by2004

Maksimovic et al. (2020) from radial power law fits of2005

Te(r, U) along surmised streamlines. This favorable con-2006

trast is the most incisive test of accuracy of the present2007

determinations of E‖ in this paper. By this comparsion2008

the Wind-SERM E‖ determinations (with ζ = 1) are2009

shown to be at, if not better, than the present state of2010

the art by other means.20112012

The vernier SERM assays in Fig 20 of the bulk speed2013

dependence of εTer derived from the Wind 3DP data are2014

shown in the red dots, fitted by the best blue curve of2015

the model form indicated. The dispersion of the SERM2016

data points about the blue curve determines the ± width2017

of the framing red dashed curves.2018

Several points are clear: (1) the SERM estimates for2019

the bulk speed dependence of εTer are tightly organized;2020

but most importantly (2) this pattern winds through the2021

interior of the Maksimovic’s coarsely determined radial2022

gradients, but is totally inside its error bounds (black2023

dotted curve), although (3) suggesting a very cohesive2024

and smooother functional dependence on bulk speed.2025

The error flags (4) on the SERM Te profile ∆εTer are2026

set to be three times the error of the mean. Numerically2027

these errors are those determined for the pressure gra-2028

dient exponents. These errors represent electron power2029

law exponent fractional errors nearly the same as the2030

computed spectrum dependent errors in the input E‖.2031

Exceptions occur at extreme high wind speeds where2032

the electron temperature becomes very cold and where2033

data overdetermination weakens. The SERM estimates2034

(5) have been made with a vernier bulk speed resolution2035

finer than those painstakingly collated by Maksimovic2036

et al 2020.2037
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Figure 20. (Red Diamonds) Inferred electron total tem-
perature exponents εTer derived from single point 1au mea-
surements of E‖ determined in this paper. Solid blue curve
illustrates best model fit functional form (as indicated) for
the bulk speed dependence of these 76 measured single point
gradients. Parallel red dotted curve illustrates the rms depar-
ture of the data points from this curve. Black dashed curve is
the earlier described radial power law modeling of Helios and
Parker Solar Probe data presented by Maksimovic et al 2020
in Fig 13; dotted flanking black curves depict the envelop
of these sparse prior characterizations of radially traversed
electron temperature profiles.

The bulk speed dependent SERM estimates of εTer2038

reveal a two zone behavior: with power law exponents2039

decreasing linearly above 265kms, and consistent with2040

being a constant above 530kms. For the model hyper-2041

bolic form indicated on the figure fitted to the data2042

(blue curve), the high speed exponent is centered on2043

0.27±0.04, perhaps accidentally close to the well known2044

Spitzer conductivity dominated two fluid wind solution2045

with exponent 2/7 = 0.285. The normalized χ2
ν = 0.452046

suggests the model form with its input errors and the2047

data are operationally interchangeable.2048

Insofar as verifying the accuracy of SERM’S electric2049

field, the comparison in Fig 20 shows that using SERM’s2050

stated precision as its fit error accuracy yields results2051

more coherent and superior to those reported from the2052

corroborating Maksimovic inventory - but nonetheless2053

consistent with its relatively wide tolerances of expec-2054

tation based on radial power law fits. Accordingly, the2055

accuracy of the present method for determining E‖ and2056

E‖ meets and exceeds the expectations of those paral-2057

lel radial power law estimates considered to be the prior2058

zenith of this experimental art.2059

Together with their error bars the bulk speed depen-2060

dence inferred for εTer(U) is totally consistent with all2061

known radial Te(r, U) profiles for electrons provided this2062

blue model profile is averaged over the solar wind stream-2063

line labeled speeds used in prior studies; generally this2064

information is poorly documented or unknown. These2065

quantitative tests as well as the global patterns shown2066

in Fig 17 of occurrence and avoidance of different sized2067

exponents are strong support that the E‖ values reported2068

here are geophysical and have the 10% precision and cal-2069

ibration accuracy suggested.2070

16. ACCURACY ASSESSMENT OF WIND-SERM2071

E‖,E‖2072

The accuracy of the present approach can be solidi-2073

fied by the following study that was made assuming the2074

Wind-SERM parallel electric fields were imprecise by a2075

multiplicative factor ζ. This approach allows exploring2076

the relevance of the Fuchs et al (1986) possibility that2077

E$ inferred in this paper for each Wind spectra should2078

have been associated with a different theoretical fidu-2079

cial E‖ (Eq 8, Fuchs et al. 1986) than the one Dreicer2080

proposed as summarized in Section 20.3.2081

Assuming E$ and ED are fixed by the recipe above2082

for the i’th eVDF observation this retrospective reduces2083

to exploring the acceptability in the data corroboration2084

that for all eVDF we suppose there exists a factor ζ2085

that is more suitable than the value of ζ = 1 which is2086

Dreicer’s recipe, i.e.2087

Ei,‖(ζ) =
3ζED(i)

E$(i)
= ζEDreicer‖

0.1 ≤ζ ≤ 2.1,

(42)2088

The ζ range searched is motivated in Section 20.3 and2089

envelops both the Fuchs (0.467) and Dreicer (1) hy-2090

potheses.2091

The Wind-SERM temperature gradient exponent cal-2092

culations were repeated for 200 equi-spaced values of ζj2093

to redetermine the 80 bulk speed bucket average values2094

< εTer(U, ζj) >. For each value of ζj the bulk speed2095

variation of the implied electron temperature exponents2096

εSERM
Te,r (Uk, ζj) was compared with the bulk speed func-2097

tional variation εMak
Te,r (Uk) implied by Eq 26 for temper-2098

ature gradient exponents assembled by Maksimovic et2099

al. (2020). A χ2 measure of the form2100

χ2
ν(ζj) =

1

76
Σ77
k=0

(εSERM
Te,r (Uk, ζj)− εMak

Te,r (Uk))2

δεPe‖r
(Uk)2 + (∆/2)2

(43)2101

was used to explore the sensitivity of this external cor-2102

roboration to the value of ζj assumed. In Eq 43 ∆ = 0.162103

is the full halfwidth of the ribbon (cf Fig 13 that en-2104

compassed all errors reported in the Maksimovic et al.2105

(2020) data set. The factor ∆/2 in the χ2 is an attempt2106

to estimate the relevant average of errors given that ∆2107
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encompasses all 1σ error bars. This is complicated by2108

the inclusion of a range of solar wind speeds in some of2109

the data points summarized in the set.2110

The variation χ2
ν(ζ) in Fig 21 shows a very strong2111

preference for ζ near unity, and an emphatic rejection2112

of the Fuchs et al. (1986) hypothesis of ζ = 0.467 that2113

might be surmised as possibly relevant to our consid-2114

eration (cf Section 20.3). With 75 degrees of freedom2115

Figure 21. Curve: Variation of χ2(ζ) when comparing
Wind-SERM εTer(ζ) with those assembled by Maksimovic
et al (2020). Here ζ is the assumed magnification of the
computed values for |E‖| and thus E‖ when E$ remained as
operationally implemented above. Note the clear minimum
χ2
ν within 10% of Dreicer’s ζ = 1 and the much higher Fuchs’
χ2
ν(ζ = 0.467) = 6.5 that supposed to all Wind-SERM elec-

tric fields were 47% smaller than in the histograms in this
paper.

2116

2117

there is virtually no expectation for χ2 to be 6.5 as is2118

required to consider the Fuch’s interpretation further for2119

this measurement approach to determining E‖.2120

A possible point of confusion is that although the sep-2121

aratrix speed vr in (Fuchs et al. (1986), Fig 2) is numer-2122

ically lower than Dreicer’s v$ (and would ab initio re-2123

quire a larger E‖ to produce), the test being performed2124

by varying ζ is to decide which formula (Dreicer’s or2125

Fuchs’) corresponds properly to the already fixed, oper-2126

ationally determined, E$ and delineated ED for a given2127

spectrum that do not change as ζ varies in these tri-2128

als. From this vantage point the requisite size of E‖(ζj)2129

reverts to asking alternate recipes in the same plasma2130

conditions to predict the same value for E$. With this2131

reframing the algebra2132

0.81

√
3ED(neo, Teo)

EF ‖
=E =

3ED(neo, Teo)

ED‖

EF ‖

ED‖
= ' 0.467.

(44)2133

implies that in order to be consistent with E$ the Fuchs2134

recipe needs a weaker electric field than the Dreicer re-2135

lation.2136

Perhaps the strongest experimental statement that2137

can be made is that the operational method that deter-2138

mines E$ requires the Dreicer relation to relate its size to2139

E‖ to enjoy strong external accuracy corroboration with2140

the Maksimovic et al. (2020) inventory as constrained2141

by over a quarter of a million Wind-SERM readings.2142

From this point of view the ζ = 1 minimum in Fig 212143

is expected as a matter of logical consistency between2144

how E$ was operationally found and how it should be2145

interpreted.2146

Nonetheless, the final arbiter of this apparent ambi-2147

guity between Fuch’s vr and Dreicer’s v$ is that the2148

logically consistent path is the one that enjoys external2149

accuracy corroboration when comparing with the com-2150

pletely independent methodology used by Maksimovic et2151

al. (2020). [This point of view emerged from a helpful2152

discussion with Vadim Roytersheyn and Patrick Killian].2153

In this connection it is well to consider that the esti-2154

mates of |E‖| in this paper are the average of two slightly2155

different estimates that are statistically ±10% removed2156

from the ζ = 1 values used in most of the figures in this2157

paper. The minimum in Fig 21 at ζ = 1.1 might be inter-2158

preted to imply that the higher estimate for |E‖| within2159

the error bar is slightly more appropriate for electric2160

field magnitudes than the average, and certainly more2161

appropriate than the lower estimate. If true, this corre-2162

sponds to preferring the average denoted above as E(2)
2163

rather than the impartial average as was done in the2164

analysis section. Since the preference cannot be exhib-2165

ited without checking for external corroboration done2166

here, this retrospective insight can be used go forward2167

when archiving the measured electric field strengths and2168

those for |E‖|. The size of this possible systematic error2169

for E‖ is proportional to |1−ζmin|; this accuracy error is2170

thus within the already tabulated reproducibility percent-2171

age error for precision shown in Fig 12. For archival2172

purposes this study suggests vernier modifications of the2173

best Wind-SERM electric field estimates according to2174

|E‖| →
3

E(2)
' 1.1|E‖|(ζ = 1)

|E‖| →ED|E‖| ' 1.1|E‖|(τ = 1).
(45)2175

The variation of all known solar wind radial εTer(U)2176

profiles for electrons are compatible with the vernier pro-2177

files shown in Fig 21. The χ2 test of Fig 21 and other2178

quantitative tests as well as the global patterns of occur-2179

rence and avoidance of different sized exponents shown2180

in Fig 17 are all strong support that the E‖ values re-2181
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ported here are physical with the 10% precision and ac-2182

curacy claimed.2183

17. SUPRATHERMAL HARDNESS AND E‖2184

Power laws in the eVDF are routinely presumed to2185

be present for remote plasma radio and x-ray emission2186

scenarios. Phenomena involving power law forms usu-2187

ally assume these non-thermal features are by prod-2188

ucts of E‖ accelerations that deform the Maxwellian2189

shape. Dreicer’s realized more than 60 years ago that2190

any E‖ promotes some electrons out of the thermal pop-2191

ulation, forming local runaways that can be the ori-2192

gins of non-thermal velocity distribution functions. As2193

the size of E‖ increases the fraction of electrons pro-2194

moted by this process is expected to grow rapidly (Dre-2195

icer 1959) (Dreicer 1960), (Fuchs et al 1986), (Scudder2196

1996). The general arguments that quasi-neutrality re-2197

quire E‖ ' O(1) in astrophysical plasmas and the broad2198

arguments in (Scudder 2019c) suggests looking for a cor-2199

relations in the Wind data between local suprathermal2200

spectral hardness and the collocated estimate of E‖ avail-2201

able in this paper.2202

The Wind 3DP solar wind eVDF at suprathermal en-2203

ergies is routinely fit by an fixed power law that allows2204

for anisotropic most probable speeds (Salem et al. 2022).2205

Theκ parameter is determined as a least squares fit pa-2206

rameter at the high energies of the halo sub-component2207

considering all pitch angles. In fact, the recently pro-2208

posed Steady Electron Runaway Model (SERM) (Scud-2209

der 2019c) suggested that the cause for the nonther-2210

mal lepto-kurtic eVDF at 1au is a steady variant of the2211

physics used to explain laboratory runaway phenomena2212

(Fuchs et al. 1986),(Dreicer 1959); it naturally predicts2213

the hardening of the suprathermal fraction with increas-2214

ing |E‖|. A spectral hardness index, H, of the form22152216

H ∝ (κ−1
h − .1). (46)2217

has been used. Operationally with typical eVDF resolu-2218

tion it is very difficult to distinguish eVDF’s with best fit2219

κ’s bigger than 10 from being a Maxwellian. This sets2220

the constant -0.1 in the formula to compute H. The2221

form computes an increasing hardness H for decreasing2222

κ < 10. In the 4 year data set fit κ range between2223

2.5 < κ < 10, with typical values in the 5-6 range. Since2224

the Wind 3DP data processing predated the techniques2225

of this paper being able to measure E‖ there is no ex-2226

perimental interdependence of the power law exponent2227

or size of E‖.2228

The 2-D spectrogram summary of H(E‖) vs E‖ for2229

279,807 spectra is shown in Figure 22; by its column nor-2230

malization it removes the oversampling of typical con-2231

ditions and provides the probability for detection as a2232

Figure 22. Two dimensional histogram of the common log-
arithm of the column normalized probability of detection of
the solar wind halo suprathermal hardness, H, (yaxis) as
a function of colocated Wind-SERM measurements of E‖.
Blue traces demonstrates the expected increase of measured
Wind 3DP H with colocated Wind-SERM values of E‖ (hor-
izontal axis). This behavior is consonant with Dreicer’s view
of suprathermal tail formation being a sensitive and increas-
ingly important factor with increasing E‖ = O(1), a behavior
interal to the SERM model for solar wind electrons (Scud-
der 2019c). Dotted black horizontal lines are labeled by fixed
corresponding value of κh (in cyan) found when fitting the
halo population of the Wind-3DP eVDF.

function of ordinate and abscissa pair. For easy refer-2233

ence the locations of different sized κ values are indi-2234

cated by cyan numerals along horizontal dashed black2235

lines. The highest hardness values recorded begin to2236

challenge the domain where a formal non-relativistic2237

kappa function has divergent moments and thus needs2238

to be generalized for relativistic effects.2239

The blue diamond tagged trend of the column aver-2240

ages of H in the spectrogram do show that the Wind2241

3DP recorded electron suprathermal spectral hardness2242

does increases with increasing E‖, as expected. When2243

kappa approaches 3.5 in the Wind data, the dimension-2244

less parallel electric field nears its largest observed val-2245

ues, E‖ → 2.5: the larger readings of E‖ do accompany2246

the harder spectral mean values of H(E‖), providing fur-2247

ther evidence that the wind E‖ data are physically cor-2248

roborated in an expected way.2249

18. STRAHL KNOWS ABOUT E‖2250

Evidence is now presented to show that the observed2251

strahl feature of the solar wind eVDF is cognizant, if not2252

strongly organized by the size of E‖. Located in just the2253

right energy range the strahl plays an important role2254

in the determination of the heat flux that is thought2255

to be so important in sustaining the solar wind expan-2256

sion. By its nature E‖ indexes the relative importance2257

of coulomb drag vs E‖ accelerations in the plasma; until2258

very recent modeling the strahl subcomponent has been2259
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viewed as a feature of the collisionless exospheric model2260

using the method of characteristics, essentially treating2261

the plasma as if E‖ >>>> 1, if not infinite.2262

Observationally the observed strahl features on the2263

eVDF are found along the magnetically aligned heat2264

flux direction, but 180o away from those opposed par-2265

allel speeds of the eVDF where the size of E‖ has been2266

gleaned (cf. Fig 3, 2, 23).2267

The strahl data inventories in the Wind 3DP analysis2268

predate and have no knowledge of the subsequent de-2269

terminations of E‖ presented in this paper. Despite this2270

independence strong quantitative organization of strahl2271

properties and velocity space extent at the 90% level2272

across 4 years of data are demonstrated. This is shown2273

by comparing the strahl’s phase space location with2274

those of the interior of the runaway separatrix SF (v)2275

determined by the E‖ measured for the same eVDF. Un-2276

like the canonical model of the strahl as a collisionless2277

vestige of coronal boundary conditions, these observa-2278

tion suggest that even at 1au there is strong coulomb2279

collisional modification, if not control, of the strahl. It2280

is altogether possible that the observed strahl subcom-2281

ponent is just the odd Legendre skewness residual of2282

plasmas with large O(1) Knudsen numbers.2283

18.1. Separatrix Boundary S(E‖)2284

The coulomb boundaries determined by E‖ from Fig 22285

are extracted here to compare with observed strahl prop-2286

erties reported from Wind 3DP observations; these are2287

synthesized from the strahl’s first 4 moments of density,2288

ns, drift in the ion frame, Uds, and gyrotropic pressures2289

Ps‖, Pe⊥. The black ellipse is a bi-Maxwellian shaped2290

phase space density that numerically has the same mo-2291

ments of the strahl features identified on Wind; the2292

perimeter of the ellipse is at one e-folding below the peak2293

that occurs at v‖−Usw = Uds, v⊥ = 0. Indicated in this2294

cartoon are two yellow dots that bound the perpendic-2295

ular half width of the tear draped separatrix curve SF2296

at the parallel drift velocity equal to the strahl’s drift2297

displacement, Uds, along the magnetic field. The rela-2298

tive size of the strahl black ellipse, the bounds of the red2299

sphere of radius v$, and SF correctly portray the follow-2300

ing quantitative statistical properties across the 4 years2301

surveyed: (i) the observed strahl is found almost always2302

outside the red sphere of radius v$(E‖), and almost al-2303

ways well inside the (blue) separatrix SF (E‖). These2304

boundaries are determined anew for each eVDF in the2305

data set. As a result, nearly all the identified strahl sig-2306

natures, including the determinants of its density, satisfy2307

these two conditions and are shown to be enclosed within2308

the coulomb competitive, or transport domain that is in-2309

terior to SF . Such a finding contrasts strongly with the2310

often used model for the strahl as a collisionless feature2311

with anecdotal collisional effects superposed.2312

Figure 23. Detected Wind 3DP strahl eVDF (black el-
lipse centered on its drift speed Uds in the ion frame and
extending by one parallel and perpendicular strahl thermal
speed from its peak at the bulk velocity) is found almost
entirely with the blue separatrix S, but outside the coulomb
dominant sphere red circle at low energies where coulomb
collisions compete favorably with E‖. Within this red circle
of dynamics is critically damped by coulomb drag. A drift-
ing nearly isotropic Maxwellian expected is expected within
this red circle. Inside the blue S, but outside the red circle,
coulomb drag is still competitive with other forces. Outside S
electric field has driven particles locally into runaway, where
they are underdamped by the weakened residual coulomb
collisions. Black ellipse denotes observed location of strahl
with as measured drift speed with respect to the ions of Uds,
density, and anisotropic effective pressure with Ps‖ < Ps⊥.
As shown, the typical Wind strahl distribution is broader in
T⊥ than T‖ and the perpendicular strahl thermal speed is
invariably smaller than than the half width of S determined
by the distance between the two yellow filled circles, that
is the halfwidth of S at v‖ = Uds. This implies essentially
all strahl density is found by Wind 3DP to be within the
coulomb separatrix S determined by the recently measured
E‖.

2313

2314

If the strahl were aptly described as collisionless,2315

it should be observed where coulomb collisions are2316

unimportant. Yet, the strahl is detected within the2317

closed runaway separatrix SF , a locale where signifi-2318

cant coulomb scattering and drag are involved in keeping2319

electrons localized inside SF . The antithesis of runaway2320

is a generalized transport regime (inside the separatrix)2321

where the possibility of E‖ promotion into runaway has2322

been strongly shunted by coulomb collisions. Despite2323

this ongoing collisional competition, it is not so over-2324

powering as Dreicer had argued would characterize elec-2325

tron populations with speeds v < v$(E‖) (inside the2326

red sphere) where collisions are so vigorous they would2327

determine the local form of the eVDF to be a local con-2328

vected Maxwellian.2329

18.2. Strahl is Located Outside v$(E‖)2330
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Two quantities that are properties of the eVDF from2331

opposite projections along b̂ are the strahl’s bulk speed2332

Uds and the location where the minimum runaway speed2333

v$(E‖) is identified and thus E‖ is empirically con-2334

strained. These two observables in the same eVDF are2335

independent in the experimental sense. However, four2336

years of observations show that these observables are2337

correlated as shown in Fig 24, with Uds > v$, but with2338

the inequality narrowing as v$ gets larger (when E‖2339

becomes smaller in the data set). The 2D histogram2340

illustrates the frequency of occurrence of the time syn-2341

chronous observables: v$(E‖, t), Uds(t). The probabil-2342

ity of occurrence is column normalized in narrow bins2343

of v$, with bright yellow colors denoting the vicinity2344

of maximum probability within the column and thus2345

across columns; darker colors code logarithmically lower2346

columnar probabilities. This 4 year synthesis shows the2347

common occurrence of the strahl bulk speed leading the2348

boundary of the overdamped coulomb regime indicated2349

by the red sphere in Fig 23. The separation of Ud and2350

v$ is clarified in Fig 25 where local variables are used2351

to construct the parallel separation, S‖ given by2352

Figure 24. Overview of the size of strahl drift speed and the
radius of the (red) spherical boundary in Fig 23 within which
coulomb collisions are dominant. Inclined cyan line shows
that the strahl bulk speed is invariable outside the sphere
of coulomb dominance whose radius v$(E‖) is numerically
determined by the inventory of this paper that quantifies
E‖.

2353

2354

S‖ ≡
Uds − v$
ws‖

' O(1), (47)2355

showing it to be of order of the simultaneously invento-2356

ried parallel thermal spread of the strahl, ws‖.23572358

Because it is identified by subtraction (cf Salem et al.2359

2022), the peak of an identifiable strahl phase space pop-2360

ulation is displaced from the origin (cf. Fig 1), standing2361

Figure 25. Wind strahl measured to have bulk speed Uds
displaced from the proton rest frame by parallel speeds at
v‖ ≥ v$ +O(ws‖). This localizes the strahl as outside of the
sphere of radius v = v$ where coulomb collisions are domi-
nant and produces nearly isotropic convecting Maxwellians.
Cyan horizontal line corresponds to the strahl bulk veloc-
ity being at the outer radius of the collisionally dominant
sphere.

in phase space with a bulk speed comparable to its ob-2362

servable thermal half width plus v$ along the magnetic2363

field. Thus, its operational form is centered on its in-2364

ferred moment bulk speed with an extent of the order2365

the thermal spread determined from the moments over2366

the culled phased density. From this perspective the2367

Wind 3DP strahl description flags features in the eVDF2368

with widths in parallel and perpendicular directions to2369

b̂ of essentially the moment inferred velocity space dis-2370

persions about the moment drift speed, Uds. From this2371

viewpoint the low speed side of the strahl phase space2372

is statistically located in the ion rest frame of order one2373

parallel strahl thermal speed below its bulk velocity, sat-2374

isfying Uds − ws‖ ' O(v$). This in turn leads to the2375

coordinated behavior recorded in Fig 25.2376

18.3. Strahl is Located Inside SF (E‖, Uds)2377

In a similar vein it is of interest to ascertain where the2378

Wind 3DP strahl phase density is located in relation to2379

the half width of the runaway separatrix, SF , measured2380

perpendicular to b̂ at v‖ − Ui,‖ = Uds out to SF ; this2381

distance may be visualized as the separation between2382

the two yellow dots shown in Fig 23.2383

This distance has been computed for every spectra2384

(using its own values of E‖ and its own separatrix curve2385

S(E‖)) and contrasted with the observed Wind 3DP2386

strahl’s perpendicular thermal width, ws⊥. For this pur-2387

pose we define the perpendicular dimensionless distance2388

2389

S⊥ ≡
S(E‖, Uds)− 0

ws⊥
, (48)2390
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where the numerator is the distance between the two2391

yellow dots in Fig 23. A histogram of S⊥ covering this2392

Figure 26. Statistical assay of perpendicular distance S⊥
of the strahl peak from runaway separatrix in units of the
strahl’s moment perpendicular thermal speed. Modal values
are 1 and the average is 1.85, indicating that routinely the
separatrix is more than one and one half strahl perpendicular
thermal speeds displaced from the peak of its phase space
density at v‖ = Uds, v⊥ = 0.

2393

2394

4 year Wind data set is shown in Fig 26. Although2395

not Gaussian the mean (1.85) and mode (1.61) plus the2396

shape provide convincing statistical evidence that the2397

observed Wind strahl signatures are narrower than the2398

newly determined operational half width of the runaway2399

separatrix curve, SP (Uds) that passes through the strahl2400

bulk speed implied by the separation of the yellow dots2401

shown in this figure.2402

18.4. Strahl Density Fraction Outside v$ but Inside S2403

Figures 23-26 suggest that nearly all of the strahl’s2404

density reported in the Wind 3DP moments is local-2405

ized within the blue runaway separatrix S(E‖), but out-2406

side the red sphere of radius v$ bound of the Dreicer’s2407

collisionally dominant zones; these boundaries are both2408

theoretically determined for the first time by the newly2409

available value of E‖ of this paper.24102411

A bi-Maxwellian phase space density with moments2412

equal to the numerically reported moments of the strahl2413

subcomponent was used to numerically determine the2414

partial density ns,part of strahl electrons outside the red2415

circle, but inside the blue separatrix curve SF in Fig 23.2416

This integral was determined for each of the more the2417

one quarter million spectra using their own newly avail-2418

able values of v$(E‖) and their separately delineated2419

runaway boundary curve, S(E‖). From these bound-2420

aries the strahl density fraction inside SF but outside2421

Figure 27. Probability distributions over 4 years of the
fraction of strahl’s moment density inside the separatrix and
outside the sphere where collisions dominant. Modal value
is 100%, and the fraction above 80% is nearly 95% of more
that a quarter million spectra.

v = v$ was determined and is summarized in histogram2422

form in fig 27 after normalizing by the reported moment2423

density, ns of the Wind 3DP data inventory (Salem et al2424

2022). This statistical assay of the density fraction in-2425

ventoried in this manner quantifies our conjecture that2426

the distributed Wind strahl sub-components observed are2427

nearly always found within SF with speeds outside vvarpi2428

in the ion rest frame, as is implied by the black ellipse2429

in Fig 27.2430

19. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS2431

.2432

1. For the first time a method to measure ambipolar2433

E‖ ' 0.1nV/m using the three dimensional shape of the2434

electron velocity distribution function (eVDF) at a sin-2435

gle spatial location has been developed. The measure-2436

ment technique exploits Dreicer’s (1959, 1960) descrip-2437

tion of the signatures of E‖ in the eVDF that are embed-2438

ded in the recent SERM model for solar wind electrons2439

(Scudder, 2019c). The technique is proofed, calibrated2440

and corroborated with a survey of 4 years of Wind 3DP2441

electron data and intra-comparison with spatial gradi-2442

ent observables not ordinarily available to an essentially2443

radially position spacecraft like the GGS Wind vehicle.2444

2. The direct observable is the Dreicer’s dimension-2445

less parallel electric field E‖ and does not suffer from2446

the usual issues of trigonometry when inferring the very2447

small magnetic field aligned component of much larger2448

bfE.2449

3. The precision/reproducibility of the E‖ determina-2450

tions is computed across 4 years of data to be 10% and2451
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the accuracy demonstrated by external corroboration to2452

be at essentially the same level.2453

3. The technique has been used to segregate Wind2454

time series into intervals that objectively have scales2455

long enough to be those of the Unstructured Spherically2456

Symmetric Solar Wind (USSW) of solar wind model-2457

ing. When Wind-SERM temperature gradients across2458

4 years of data collection are determined from USSW2459

intervals they are well within and more precise than the2460

error bars of the most recent published electron temper-2461

ature gradients as a function of bulk speed. While the2462

USSW intervals found with this new technique predom-2463

inate in the 4 year data set, the proliferation of intervals2464

with being USSW intervals complicate inventories of the2465

solar wind properties. In a generalized way the exis-2466

tence of these inconsistent intervals are a form of alias-2467

ing not widely considered before when comparing solar2468

wind data products and simplified theoretical models.2469

4. The observations in intervals inconsistent with be-2470

ing USSW contain much shorter scale structures with2471

steeper radial gradients of both signs and stronger E‖.2472

Morphologically these intervals principally occur for so-2473

lar wind speeds (U450) where corotational pressure ef-2474

fects appear to disrupt the smooth picture of USSW2475

usually modeled or presumed to be appropriate for con-2476

tinuous time series in the solar wind. Scales approaching2477

the previously known 1au estimates of the correlation2478

length in the magnetic field have been determined in2479

these regimes using the Wind 3DP data.2480

5. Over the four year Wind data interval the mode2481

of Wind-SERM E‖ and E‖ had average and modal val-2482

ues of 0.12nV/m and ' 0.8, respectively Peak ampli-2483

tude samples and the mode of both quantities of unfil-2484

tered surveys were impacted no USSW intervals in the2485

data. The observed size of E‖ is generally a decreasing2486

function of solar wind speed, while E‖ is a slowly in-2487

creasing function of solar wind speed. When restricted2488

to locales where only USSW gradients are inventoried,2489

the distribution of E‖ is still O(1) and strong in Dre-2490

icer’s sense, supporting the premises and implications of2491

the recently proposed Steady Electron Runaway Model2492

(SERM) (Scudder,2019c).2493

6. When focussing on USSW regions, the size of E‖,2494

the Generalized Ohm’s law, and the remaining local2495

Wind moment quantities have been used to determine2496

the bulk speed variation of the electron temperature2497

gradient (i) with vernier resolution exceeding all known2498

reports; (ii) with accuracy higher than that reported2499

by the most recent collation of radial profile fits; (iii)2500

that are completely consistent with these coarser pro-2501

files; and (iv) are tightly coherent in a two zone model2502

that shows the electron temperature gradients depend2503

on bulk speed described by one branch of a hyperbola(cf2504

Fig 20). The magnitude of gradients decrease nearly lin-2505

early between 260-530km/s and then level off at a con-2506

stant value with a radial exponent 0.27 at higher 1au2507

speed. These comparisons dramatically illustrate the2508

accuracy of the parallel electric field determinations of2509

the Wind-SERM approach; they determine from single2510

point measurements the value of the power law exponent2511

gradient only possible after multiple orbital radial tra-2512

verses by Helios and Parker Solar Probe and only then2513

when the Wind data are pre-screened against the steep2514

gradients and strong E‖ found in non USSW intervalse.2515

These corroborations help to establish the 10% accuracy2516

of the determinations of the Wind-SERM approach.2517

7. The short scale structures encountered even show2518

local variations with radius of the opposite sign to that2519

anticipated in the widely considered spherically symmet-2520

ric wind profiles. A simple model suggest how these ef-2521

fects are readily expected for the present Wind-SERM2522

methodology that measures the local gradients of pres-2523

sure, however they are produced. Candidates for these2524

shorter scaled compressive structures are those produced2525

by the inhomogeneities of corotating stream interactions2526

being swept past the spacecraft.2527

8. The theoretically expected enhanced hardness of2528

suprathermals with increasing E‖ implicit in the run-2529

away phenomena Dreicer described has been demon-2530

strated using colocated data across the entire 4 year2531

period. The inverse of the κ power law strength parame-2532

ter is converted to measure the hardness of the spectrum2533

and shown to be positively correlated with increased size2534

of E‖ (cf Fig 22). Spectra with the lowest κ values and2535

highest hardness do indeed systematically accompany2536

the stronger values of E‖ ' 3.2537

9. These large scale quantitative tests involving2538

coulomb separatrices clarify that the strahl at 1au is2539

found in a locale where collisions still compete success-2540

fully with, but do not overpower other forces as they do2541

inside red Dreicer’s sphere (cf Fig 23 )at low energies.2542

The Wind 3DP strahl is observed in velocity space where2543

couloumb collisions compete with the tendency to fol-2544

low strictly the characteristics of the exospheric model.2545

Most certainly the observed strahl at 1au is found where2546

finite Knudsen number transport determines its prop-2547

erties rather than the scatter free picture of the colli-2548

sionless exospheric explanation. Weak promotion of the2549

strahl into the halo via runaway might occur with as2550

much as 10 − 20% of the strahl’s density that is ap-2551

proaching the SF boundary with v‖ ' Uds. The strahl2552

is collisionally exchanging momentum and energy prin-2553

cipally with other electrons in the interior of the blue2554

SF separatrix; in this way the identified strahl subcom-2555
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ponent is mixing with, or even a part of, the nominal2556

halo subpopulation along the heat flux axis within SF .2557

The very small number of strahl electrons promotable2558

by runaway across the SF boundary will be a source2559

for the omnipresent halo electrons routinely seen. It is2560

possible that the role of coulomb collisions neglected in2561

almost all strahl driven instability calculations explains2562

the absence of the predicted whistler turbulence recently2563

reported on Parker Solar Probe (Cattell et al. 2022).2564

11. These organizational questions underscore the less2565

than clear observational distinction of the various sub2566

components of the observed eVDF. In fact the strahl is2567

identified in Wind 3DP data processing as a locale where2568

the simplicity of the fitted core and halo subcomponents2569

do not resemble the observed eVDF. Since the fitted core2570

and halo models are rather simple even functions of v‖2571

and v⊥ in their own drifting frames, virtually any odd or-2572

der Legendre needed pitch angle dependence to support2573

the heat flux and thermal force effect in the observa-2574

tions requires either (i) more complicated core and halo2575

model forms, or (ii) as with Wind 3DP data processing,2576

the creation of another category termed strahl where all2577

unfit anomalies are aggregated. Thus, the mere exis-2578

tence of a catalogue of strahl signatures is a concession2579

that the core and/or halo model forms are incomplete2580

descriptions of the finite Knudsen number deformations2581

of the eVDF in the heat carrying domain.2582

The organizational picture (permitted here by mea-2583

suring E‖) of the strahl phase space being within SF2584

and outside the collisionally dominant (v > v$) region2585

provides impetus for the idea that the strahl’s distinc-2586

tiveness is more reflective of core and halo fit model sim-2587

plicities than an endorsement of the strahl as a certain2588

collisionless remnant of the inner boundary condition of2589

the solar wind expansion. On the other hand the col-2590

lisionless boundaries can still leave their imprint; the2591

present work raises the question whether the imprint2592

remains sufficiently clear as to be invertible for remote2593

information gathering.2594

12. The statistical properties of the velocity space lo-2595

cation of the Wind (3DP) strahl in relation to the red2596

sphere v = v$ shown in Fig 24 and 25 by themselves are2597

not quantitatively invertible to what eVDF feature(s)2598

are identifiable as being at v = v$. It should be noted2599

that the bulk speed of the strahl is not the peak of the2600

eVDF in the strahl energy range. The bulk speed of the2601

Wind 3DP strahl is only the center of the excess eVDF2602

above and beyond that predicted by the core and halo2603

model, that must first be subtracted to reckon the size of2604

Uds. That such a strahl bulk speed exceeds a defensible2605

estimate of v$ is of course informative, but is it action-2606

able? Even Fig 25 shows that the rms ws‖ is only approx-2607

imately the distance between the speed Uds and the v$2608

red circle in Figure 23. Because ws‖ is determined also2609

as a moment quantity, the connection of this number to2610

the geometrical deformation of the eVDF is by no means2611

straightforward, since the underlying shape that deter-2612

mines these moments is not invertible from this pattern2613

of moments. This too, makes it virtually impossible to2614

transfer quantitatively the impressions of the Wind 3DP2615

trends seen in Fig 24 and 25 to a general algorithm on2616

another spacecraft that seeks to identify a feature on an2617

otherwise general eVDF where the strahl’s lowest energy2618

extremity is found. Complications of this type make it2619

difficult to translate the Wind 3DP findings about the2620

localization of the strahl into algorithms to identify v$2621

via phase space signatures at strahl pitch angles that has2622

been attempted by Berčič et al. (2021). By contrast the2623

present paper’s SERM-Wind technique appropriate for2624

the opposite magnetic field direction from the heat flow2625

has been shown to be corroborated by other observa-2626

tions that are related to the size of E‖. It would appear2627

that using the Wind-SERM technique at these oppo-2628

site pitch angles on PSP spectra from where the strahl2629

boundary has been identified could usefully comment on2630

the systematic quality, or lack thereof of such procedures2631

employed by Berčič et al. (2021).2632

13. The three corroborations in the present paper2633

involving electron gradients, hardness and organization2634

of strahl kinematics produce strong ancillary testimony2635

about the accuracy and reliability of the new Wind-2636

SERM technique developed in this paper to quantify2637

the size of the 0.1nV/m ambipolar E‖ and the size of2638

its very strong dimensionless variant, E‖. The strahl2639

finding also shows that there is a middle ground be-2640

tween Maxwellians everywhere based on collisional dom-2641

inance and a remainder where collisionless exospheric2642

theory reigns. This intermediate regime copes with2643

strong forces and collisional drags and energy losses that2644

are neither perturbative nor dominant, but nonetheless2645

competitive in the determination of kinetic equilibrium2646

throughout the strahl energies where the heat flux mo-2647

ment is determined.2648

14. The energy transport in hydrogenic plasmas is2649

intimately determined by describing almost all the elec-2650

trons well - not only where all the density is located,2651

but also where all the energy is carried - while simul-2652

taneously not permitting parallel current, and still re-2653

maining a quasi-neutral shield for the ions. With the2654

presently documented ability to measure E‖ and E‖ it2655

is possible to evaluate more fully the premises and pre-2656

dictions of SERM (Scudder 2019c): does the electron2657

transport modified eVDF reflect the presence and finite2658

(non-perturbative) size of E‖ whose presence and ap-2659
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proximate size are not negotiable, but set by the om-2660

nipresence of mass dependence forces that are unavoid-2661

able on the astrophysical stage? In sequels this inquiry2662

continues.2663

20. APPENDICES2664

20.1. Full Dreicer Formulae2665

Dreicer’s variables and their abbreviations as used in2666

the text are fully defined here in terms of customary2667

CGS variables. The equality of ED used in this paper2668

and Ec by Dreicer (1959, 1960) is also stipulated. The2669

lnΛ expression alone is written in terms of temperature2670

Te in eV units rather that in CGS units that is indicated2671

elsewhere by Te.2672

we ≡
√

2kTe/me

lnΛe−ic =
47

2
+ ln[T

5
4
e n
− 1

2
e ]−

1

2

√
(−1 + lnT

1
2
e )2 + 10−5

≡lnΛ

λmfp(we, i) ≡
(kTe)

2

π ne e4 lnΛ
≡ λmfp

νei(we) ≡we/λmfp ≡ νei
Ec ≡ED

|e|ED ≡meweνei =
2kTe
λmfp

=
2πnee

4lnΛ

kTe
∝ ne
Te

(49)2673

The form above for lnΛe−ic = lnΛ provides a contin-2674

uous formula across the quantum mechanical regime,2675

Te ' 10eV and represents an essentially equivalent form2676

to two separate equations (Fitzpatrick 2015, p.64 Eq2677

(3.124); also Spitzer, 1967, p 126) needed for Wind2678

plasma.2679

20.2. Reduction of the Divergence of Pe2680

The divergence of the gyrotropic electron pressure ten-2681

sor Pe ≡ Pe‖b̂b̂ + Pe⊥

(
I− b̂b̂

)
is given by2682

∇ · Pe = ∇Pe⊥+G
(B · ∇)B

B2
− 2G

B3
(B · ∇B)B

+

[
B

B2
· ∇(G)

]
B,

(50)2683

where G ≡ Pe‖ − Pe⊥. Its magnetic projection is2684

b̂ · ∇ · Pe =
dPe‖

ds
−GdlnB

ds
; (51)2685

in terms of anisotropy, Ae ≡ Pe‖/Pe⊥ it reduces to2686

b̂ · ∇ · Pe =
dPe‖

ds
+
Pe‖(1−Ae)
Ae

dlnB

ds
. (52)2687

20.3. Dreicer and Fuchs Descriptions of Runaway2688

Dreicer’s considerations developed a minimum speed2689

threshold v$ sufficient to predict runaway in a hydro-2690

genic plasma. This sufficient condition has a lower speed2691

bound of the form2692

v$
we Dreicer

≥
√

3

E‖
. (53)2693

Subsequent work by Fuchs et al. (1986) agrees with Dre-2694

icer’s sufficient finding; the careful reader should note2695

that Fuch’s critical electric field Ec is confusingly dif-2696

ferent from Dreicer’s in just such a way that for Fuch’s2697

definition of thermal speed, the same formula predicts2698

the same numerical speed as Dreicer does at sufficient2699

runaway.2700

In addition Fuchs and colleagues pointed out that a2701

more general threshold for runaway could be identified2702

after considering energy loss as well as slowing down2703

collisions. The improved necessary condition shown by2704

a Langevin analysis indicated that a somewhat lower2705

threshold could be identified showing the lowest speed2706

for runaway in terms of E‖ (Scudder 2022) had the form2707

2708

vr
we Fuchs

=0.9α−1/4 v
D
$

we Dreicer
α = Z + 1 = 3

EFuchs =3−1/2 × 0.81
3

E‖
= 0.467

3

E‖
ζFuchs =0.467 ζDreicer = 1,

(54)2709

where the numerical factor of 0.9 comes from numerical2710

determination of separatrices. The E‖ scaling of vr is2711

motivate by Fuchs et al. (1986),2712

Presuming that the energy E$ found in each Wind2713

eVDF corresponded to Fuch’s theoretical boundary ne-2714

cessitates ζ = 0.467; such a value requires that all inven-2715

toried values summarized above as |E‖| would be sys-2716

tematically smaller than previously found: EFuchs‖ '2717

0.467EDreicer‖ . The experimental test summarized in2718

Figure 21 shows that the best corroboration of the2719

Wind E$ determinations with the observed variation of2720

εTer(U) (Maksimovic et al. 2020) is found with ζ ' 1.1.2721

Thus, by external corroboration the operational quan-2722

tity E$ of this paper is associated only with Dreicer’s2723

identification of the boundary using over a quarter mil-2724

lion determinations. The relevance of the Fuchs hypoth-2725

esis for the quantity E$ is thus discounted by the χ2 test2726

discussion about Fig 21.2727

A subtle point for identifying these different bound-2728

aries involves the computation of their relative impor-2729

tance to the modification of the shape of the steady2730

eVDF across either. The Fuchs calculation was aimed2731
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at explaining the scaling of runaway for plasmas with2732

higher Z impurities. The one-fourth root dependence2733

of the size of vr was especially effective in lowering his2734

predicted runaway boundary in plasmas with Z=9 that2735

markedly enhanced the predicted runaway flux. It may2736

be that in hydrogenic plasmas with Z=1 that the sen-2737

sitivity in terms of the eVDF deformation or onset is2738

not so strident that current instrumentation is sensi-2739

tive to the vr vs v$ differences. The arguments made in2740

the text argues that consistency between finding E$ and2741

linking it to E‖ is that path that the paper document2742

leads to external validation of accuracy.2743

20.4. Recipe to Measure E‖ from eeVDF2744

The inverse of the square of the effective local thermal2745

speed, w2
eff(v), needed for Eq 13 in the main text may be2746

determined from the speed dependent concavity profile2747

for lnf(v) exploiting2748

1

w2
eff(v)

=− 1

2

d2
[
lnfc(v) + ln

(
1 + fh(v)

fc(v)

)]
dv2

=
1

w2
c

− 1

2

d2ln
[
1 + fh(v)

fc(v)

]
dv2

,

(55)2749

where mew
2
c = 2kTc. This approach nicely separates2750

w−2
eff into the constant concavity of the thermal spread2751

of fc(v) alone and a second v dependent correction term2752

that reflects the kurtotic form of f(v) used in the solar2753

wind eVDF modeling. The correction term exhibits the2754

expected contributions from the ratio of the subcompo-2755

nent distributions at the given speed.2756

Using Eq 9 a closed form expression for the needed2757

expression in Eq 13 takes the form2758

w2
c‖

w2
eff(v)

= {1− RR(v) [1 + Q1(v)−Q2(v) + Q3(v)]}

RR(v) =
fh(v)

fc(v)

Q1(v) =
2(v − Uc)2

w2
c‖

Q2(v) =

[
4(v − Uc)(v − Uh) + w2

c‖

]
(1 + κ)[

κw2
h,‖ + (v − Uh)2

]
Q3(v) =

(2κ+ 4)(κ+ 1)w2
c‖(v − Uh)2[

κw2
h‖ + (v − Uh)2

]2 .

(56)

2759

It should be noted then that2760

T(v) =
1− RR(Uc) [1 + Q1(Uc)−Q2(Uc) + Q3(Uc)]

1− RR(v) [1 + Q1(v)−Q2(v) + Q3(v)]
,

(57)2761

while the dimensionless curvature takes the form2762

C(v) = − 1− RR(v) [1 + Q1(v)−Q2(v) + Q3(v)]

1− RR(Uc) [1 + Q1(Uc)−Q2(Uc) + Q3(Uc)]
.

(58)2763

The dimensionless S function is found from the identity2764

S = C + 1.2765

20.5. Possible Source for Scales εPe‖ < 0 and εPe‖ > 102766

The morphology of the short scale structures with2767

wind speed suggests that the Wind-SERM electric field2768

analysis has detected other pressure gradients in the2769

plasma with scales shorter than those associated with2770

the logarithmic derivative of solar wind pressure gradi-2771

ents that arguable would be restricted between 2 and2772

3.33.2773

A possible source with the observed morphology are2774

the stream-stream interactions driven by corotation2775

that preferentially produce compressional disturbances2776

oblique to the magnetic field in slower winds at the fixed2777

1au vantage point of this Wind 3DP data set. The2778

power shown in Fig 18, extending out to dimension-2779

less exponents of 100 suggest the detection of gradient2780

scales 1/50th the half au scales associated with tradi-2781

tional spherical flows. These translate into scales 0.012782

au in scale, compatible with structures already known to2783

be commonplace in the 1au solar wind (Burlaga, 1995).2784

Structures of these scales would pass over Wind in an2785

interval of approximately .04 days or with a duration2786

56min, clearly resolvable by more than O(30) Wind3DP2787

spectra.2788

The likelihood that εPe‖ < 0 could be physical can be2789

made plausible by considering a tractible pressure radial2790

profile with superposed finite amplitude pressure waves2791

that would attend snow plow compressions at corotat-2792

ing interacting stream fronts. Convection of these quasi-2793

standing waves in the rest frame of the density compres-2794

sion could produce pressure undulations or pulses that2795

would appear to alternate about the long wavelength2796

pressure profile. The cycle of crest and trough of the2797

perturbation suggest to the observer that the total pres-2798

sure is alternately increasing with radius and decreasing2799

with increasing radius. This plausible signature of com-2800

pressive disturbances will generate alternating local ex-2801

ponent signs; depending on the amplitude of the pertur-2802

bation relative to the background pressure. This likely2803

alternation from the very same wave crests may have2804

some bearing on the apparently nearly identical cumula-2805

tive occurrence of positive and negative sharp structures2806

in the wind data set.2807

A simple model of radial pressure variations super-2808

posed on the longest scale with a radially decreasing2809

pressure variation are used in this section to motivate2810
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the appearance of counterintuitive radial pressure expo-2811

nents that have the opposite sign and/or large absolute2812

values compared to that expected for simple spherically2813

symmetric solar wind solutions. The following illustra-2814

Figure 28. Illustration of impact of mesoscale pressure P(r)
variations superposed on the irreducible slowest profile in
red, inset (T). Illustration (inset B) of αPe deduced from
synthetic composite profiles in inset (T). Diamonds of differ-
ent colors in the two insets identify corresponding locations
of the two profiles between the insets. The cyan colored di-
amonds correspond to enhancements of αP , while the green
diamonds correspond to reverse gradient regimes where pres-
sure is growing with increasing radius, the opposite behavior
of the irreducible slowest profile that decreases as radius in-
creases.

2815

2816

tive model takes the form2817

Pe(r) '
10

r5/2

[
1 +

4

5
cos
(

2π
√
r/ro

)]
. (59)2818

By construction the disturbance Pe(r) has a radially2819

growing spatial wavenumber, so that the disturbances,2820

shown in the top panel of log-log Figure 28 develop2821

sharper and sharper crests with increasing radius,r.2822

On this graph paper, the logarithmic derivative def-2823

inition of εP‖rPe
reverts to minus the first derivative,2824

with results shown in the bottom inset. The background2825

irreducible pressure profile’s exponent without pertur-2826

bations is indicated by small amplitude red curves in2827

both panels, showing its constant weak positive exponent2828

corresponding to decreasing single power law pressure2829

profile with increasing radius. However, as one passes2830

over each crest of the perturbation, the local value of2831

εPe‖r alternately increases and decreases the estimate2832

for εPe‖r from the background profile. If the disturbance2833

is large enough these reversals can reverse the longest2834

wavelength’s radial pressure gradient exponent’s sign,2835

flipping signs between half-cycles of the perturbation.2836

It should also be noted that this process can also gives2837

rise to pressure exponents of the same sign as that of2838

the irreducible (red) profile, but of smaller magnitude.2839

Looking at Figure 17 and 18values of 0 < εPe‖r
< 2 are2840

in evidence. The dark gap around 0 in the Wind data2841

may reflect the relatively low probability for making ob-2842

servations of these gradients when they pass through2843

zero.2844

Being at a fixed location Wind’s situation is slightly2845

different than this radial picture, since it is the pas-2846

sage of time that brings new examples to the speed bin,2847

rather than moving to a different radial position. It is2848

E‖(t, U) that is sampled at different times. From Figure2849

28 this situation occurs by the spacecraft sampling the2850

profile within the same speed bin with different |∇Pe|.2851

This exploration shows that the high wavenumber in-2852

formation in Figure 17 is not the appropriate data for2853

corroborating with the low wave number limited power2854

law characterizations of solar wind pressure and temper-2855

ature profiles. We proceed in the next section to screen2856

the data for the high wavenumber pollution at very large2857

εPe‖r
and contrast the filtered Wind-SERM data for its2858

long wavenumber information for this purpose and com-2859

plete this paper’s technique calibration.2860

20.6. Positive and Negative Scale Lengths2861

Logarithmic derivatives εX for a scalar physical pa-2862

rameter X conveniently determines the local power law2863

behavior of X’s profile. Defined by2864

εχr ≡ −
dlnχ

dlnr
. (60)2865

With this definition when χ is a decreasing function of2866

increasing r εχr > 0; conversely when χ is increasing2867

with increasing r, εχr < 0.2868

20.7. Relationship of εPe‖r with εPer2869

The total pressure is related to the parallel pressure2870

by using the anisotropy Ae:2871

Pe =
Pe‖

3

(
1 +

2

Ae

)
(61)2872

Thus,2873

dPe
dr

=
1

3

dPe‖

dr

(
1 +

2

Ae

)
−

2Pe‖

3A2
e

dAe
dU

dU

dr
(62)2874

yielding2875

εPer = εPe‖r
− 2Uβ

(2 +Ae)Ae
εUr, (63)2876

where β ≡ dAe/dU is a semi-empirically known param-2877

eter given in Eq 65.2878
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20.8. Runaway Separatrix S Construction2879

Mathematically the construction of the S(E‖) sepa-2880

ratrix curve requires integrating two different branches2881

that leave an X critical point in velocity space; E‖ and2882

Te are parameters in this formulation ( Fuchs et al 1986).2883

These equations include scattering off of electrons and2884

ions. For the strahl studies reported in this paper, the2885

relevant separatrix S(E‖, Te) (such as the blue curves in2886

Figure 2) or 23) were constructed for each spectrum,2887

allowing statistical comparisons (reported in the main2888

body of the paper) of the location of the observed strahl2889

relative to the sphere of coulomb collisional dominance2890

(the sphere bounded by red circle at v$ in Fig 23) and2891

the closest point on the blue runaway separatrix S seen2892

in the same figure.2893

20.9. Semi-empirical Syntheses of the Wind Electron2894

Parameters 1995-19982895

• Bulk Speed Dependence of Te:2896

Log10Te(U(kms)) = αTe + βTeU + γTeU
2, (64)2897

where αTe = 4.715, βTe = 0.0018 and γTe = −1.8× 10−6.2898

• Bulk Speed Dependence of Ae:2899

Ae(U(kms)) = α+ U(km/s)β, (65)2900

where α ' 0.750 and β ' 8.8× 10−4 sec
km2901

• Bulk Speed Dependence of εTer2902

(εTer − b−mU(kms))(εTer − c) = 10−5, (66)2903

where m = −0.00185, b = 1.27, and c = 0.28± 0.04.2904
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